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Clemson pro-life
students arrested
byjosune Craig
staff writer

State Medical Center between 6:30
and 8:30 a.m. for picketing. They
were taken to the municipal court,
For Clemson students Teri issued summons, and released
Horres, Michael Emory, Tim Senn, about nine hours later.
"I feel like we didn't get our
John Paine and Chad Dawkins,
Saturday was filled with worship, first amendment rights," said
prayer, praise and jail. Together Dawkins.
Representatives from the
with several hundred Christians,
these pro-life advocates peace- Clemson-Anderson chapter of
fully stood across the street from NOW were invited by the clinic to
an abortion clinic in Greenville help form a human chain to the
and silently prayed for the un- doors in order to prevent harassment.
born children.
"Our position is we believe in
But the prayer was soon disturbed when Greenville police freedom of speech, but we dethreatened to arrest the crowd fend the clinics in order for there
for violating a city picketing ordi- to be no harassment," said chapnance which declares no more ter coordinator Denise Gardner.
"There was no rally," said Senn.
than ten people are allowed to
protest in the area of one city "We were not protesting. This
was not a demonstration. It was
block.
According to Greenville Po- people praying and it was great."
The attorney for the Palmetto
lice Lieutenant Gary McLaughlin,
337 adults and 38 juveniles rep- State Medical Center, Randall
resenting Pastors for Life were
see STUDENTS, page 10A
arrested in front of the Piedmont

Editor addresses
Student Senate
The editor-in chief of The Tiger,
Terry Manning addressed the student senate Monday to clear up the
"misunderstanding of what the relationship between campus media and
the student government is believed
to be, what it actually is, and what
it can be."
"Tfie Tiger is viewed has having
an anti-establishment, anti-administration, and even an anti-Clemson
University "ngle," Manning said.
"We are judge as being cynical,
harsh, unfairly critical and most
often biased in our representation
of student government's activities.

However, as editor-in-chief of The
Tiger and as chief architect of this
position on campus affairs, this has
never been this newspaper staffs
intention, nor I believe its product."
At the heart of Manning's speech
was a proposal by student body
president Jason Elliott which would
have the Media Advisory Board play
a more active role in deciding the
positions of the senior staffs of The
Tiger, Taps, Chronicle and the program director of WSBF.
"President Elliott's proposal to
initiate legislation is an obvious violation of the spirit and the letter of
the very bill of rights he is charged
see TIGER, page 10A
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Suspicious person warning
issued by University police
by Jenny Wallace
staff writer
Clemson University Police have
issued a suspicious person warning
after an incident of harrassment
involving Bruce Allen Clements.
According to Investigator Jerry
Mulligan, Clements allegedly followed a woman jogging on campus
while in his black 1976 Mustang.
He passed her repeatedly in his
car six or seven times according to
Mulligan, and she became frightened and immediately reported the
incident to the Clemson University
Police Department.
The police found Clements on
campus the same day and took him
to the station for questioning.
Mulligan said Clements could not
be detained because no law had
been broken.
(This includes the South Carolina stalking law which stipulates
that a pattern of stalking must be
established over a period of days.)
After Clements was released, the
police department investigated his
record and discovered he had been
sentenced to six years in prison in
Virginia for felony assault. Clements
was found guilty in Virginia of attacking a University of Virginia student in Charlottesville. Records
show he attacked a female student
from behind, wrestled her to the
ground and began choking the student and beating her head against
the sidewalk. Clemson police believe Clements was released from
prison after serving approximately
four years.
After discovering Clements' previous record, Mulligan said the university police placed him on trespass notice, which means if Clements
is spotted on the Clemson campus
again within six months he will be
arrested on sight
Since the incident on Jan. 21,
Clements has not been seen on
campus again. However, the department urges students to keep a lookout for Clements and his car.
Clements is a 32 year old white
male with blue eyes and brown,
wavy hair. He is five feet-eight inches
tall, weighing 160 pounds. Notices
around campus say Clements drives

Courtesy C.U.P.D.

Police are searching for Bruce Allen Clements involving an
incident of harrassment. Clements allegedly followed a
female jogger in his car and passed her several times.
a 1976 black Mustang II with Virginia license plates that read QTZ
189. Mulligan said the police have
been informed that Clements has
painted his car white since the incident.
In the past Clements has been

seen on Dike Road, Old Stadium
Road and the R-l parking lot.
The Department of Safety urges
students to use caution if they see
Clements on campus and to call
campus police immediately at 6562222.

University police
offer safety advice
by Jenny Wallace
staff writer
The Clemson University Department of Public Safety urges
students to report any crimes that
take place on campus. They also
offer a few standard safety tips to
students to keep crime at a minimum. Here are those tips:
• call 656-2222 for any emergency call - police, fire or EMS
• report all crimes and suspicious activity promptly to the
police;
• call 656-2222 to request an
escort anytime you don't want to
walk alone to your car or residence hall after dark;
• don't walk or jog alone,
especially after dark. Stick to
well-lit, populated areas;
• always lock your car doors
and check the back seat and underneath the car before entering;

• always lock your doors at
home, and NEVER prop open a
locked door at a residence hall.
• do not let strangers into
your home or room. Request
identification if they say they are
from the power company, the
police, etc;
• when entering a locked
building, don't let anyone walk in
with you;
• take special precautions
where assaults can take place deserted buildings at night, stairwells, elevators, restrooms, etc;
• make amental note of emergency telephone locations in case
you need one in a hurry.
More safety information for
students is contained in the student Housing Contract, the Student Handbook and Clemson
Home: A Guide to Residential
Living, which are distributed annually to students.
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Suggs, minister speak as part Fire extinguished
of Black History Celebration quickly in Benet

by Michelle Sims
staff writer

by Kate Marvel
staff writer

In conjunction with the national
Black History Month Celebration,
several Clemson University organizations are hosting entertaining as
well as informative events.
Dr. Henry Lewis Suggs, C.U. professor of history, presented a lecture
to an audience of nearing 100 people.
The topic of this Feb. 1 event was
The History of the Civil Rights Movement in South Carolina 1930-1960.
"The lecture (held in Tillman
Auditorium) was very informative
as well as enjoyable," said Barbara
Kennedy-Dixon, associate director
of student development.
photos by Witte Cottingham/
Minister Kendall X spoke at Tillinterim head photographer
man on Wednesday night. The principles of Unity was the thesis of his
Above, Susan
address, sponsored by B.E.S.T. (Black
Hekiss (I.) and
Educational Support Team).
There are numerous other sched- Shannon Mitchum
uled activities throughout this
month. All of these events offer free shop for jewelry in
admission except the Five Blind Boys the loggia. At right,
of Alabama concert. It will be held at
Minister Kendall X
Tillman on Feb. 27 at 8:00 p.m..
speaks
about the
Tickets are $9.50 in advance and
$11.00 at the door. Call 656-2461 principles of unity
for more information. Other upcomto a Tillman Hall
ing events include:
• Clemson University Gospel audience.
Choir Explosion, Feb. 21;
• Black Women Writers Discussion, Feb. 23;
• Black on Black Racism, Feb. 24;
• Oratorical Contest, From Negro to African American: What
Next?, Feb. 25
For more information about other events, contact Rumane
Samuels or stop by the University Union or the office of Student
Development.

The Clemson University Fire Department responded to a fire in
a Benet Hall kitchen on Wednesday at 2:05 am.
]The fire forced evacuation of the building but there were no
injuries.
Authorities found paper towels inside a kitchen cabinet, but no
obvious source of heat. Fire Department officials suspect arson to be
the cause of the fire.
Officials have sent samples to the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED), to be analyzed for flammable liquids.
Most damage occurred from smoke. However, fire did damage a
cabinet and a microwave.
The third floor RA, Robert Baysden, pulled the fire alarm after a
third floor resident reported smoke.
"I thought I was imagining it at first, so I just ignored it," said
Michael Legge, the student who reported the smoke. "But then it got
stronger, so I started checking the floor for something that was
burning. I went to the back stairwell and opened the door, and I
smelled really strong smoke. That's when I went and woke up the
RA."
RHD (Resident Housing Director), Charles Sabosik, extinguished
the fire with a near by fire extinquisher.
The Clemson Fire Chief Jack Abram praised the students' handling of the situation.
"The RHD did a very good job responding immediately using his
own fire extinguisher to put out the fire," said Abram.
'It's a good lesson in fire safety," states Baysden. "Everyone
complains about the rules against propping the fire doors open, but
if they had been open there wouldn't be as many lucky people in this
dorm today".
Official urge anyone who has any information concerning the fire
please to contact Mac McCreary of the CU Police Department.

Air Force ROTC
offers scholarships
by Amanda Heaton
staff writer

Senate Beat

Moody presents changes in handbook
by Mart Linn Love
staff writer
Monday night, Student Senator
Leigh Moody presented the Student
Handbook Revision Package, which
contained 16 bills dealing from organizational guidelines to student
senate elections.
, The Greek Liaison Committee will
be dissolved effective May 1, 1993.
Both the International Student Council- and the treasurer's staff were
dissolved, effective immediately
upon announcement.
Among the items deleted from
the handbook:
•from page 36, "the organization is to be completed during the
summer and include organization
titles, purposes, brief descriptions,
advisor(s) and permanent mailing
address, if available."
•from page 36, "organizations
day is to be held the first week in
September to provide displays and
information booths of the campus
organization for the Clemson University student body".
• from page 36, "the president of
the Student Body shall appoint the
Student Government Council Director in conjunction with the Activities
Director and Vice President of the
Student Body with the Student Senate approval. The student Government Council Director and the assistant director shall be members of
the Activities Committee. The Activities Committee Director will work
with the Student Government Council Director."
• from page 38, "And approved
by two-thirds vote of the Student
Senate. Alternates will be chosen
from the Student Services and one
from the Student Senate."
• from page 33, "He or she shall
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notify all Residence Hall Council
presidents of their responsibility to
staff election polls and all make
voting arrangements for Health Center inpatients."
• from page 41, "At least one poll
will be located within the vicinity of
each residence hall. At least one poll
will be located within the vicinity of
each college area."
Added to the student handbook
book are specific items.
•to page 36, under Activities
Committees, II. Structure B, "one
Assistance Director shall be appointed by the Student Body President for the purpose of coordinating
Expo Career Days.
• to page 38, Finance Committee,
I. Structure A, "The Finance Committee shall exist for the purpose of
recommending allocation of funds
from any source to the Student Senate approval and informing all
funded organizations and committees of approved methods for fund
expenditure.
• to page 43, Presidential, Vice
Presidential, and Court Elections, F,
Appeal of Disqualification, l.b., "Fail
ure of the elections chairperson,
Elections Board, or candidate to
abide by the elections procedures or
campaign guidelines.
• to page 43, Presidential, VicePresidential, Court Elections, D., 3,
"All campaigning may be begin following the mandatory candidates
meeting which will be held at the
discretion of the Election Board
Chairperson, following the Friday
on which petitions are due."
Student Senate President Tripp
Muldrow presented a package that
"will help the Student Senate better
serve the student body of Clemson
University for many years to come."
This will be openly debated by the

HQI

senators next week.
Student Body Vice-President
Charlie Mauney presented a resolution, that was approved, entitled
"Giving credit where credit is due".
If approved by the "proper channels," said Mauney, this resolution
will give undergraduate students
the opportunity to earn elective
hours through community service
programs.
Monday will be the last day for
funded organizations to pick up their
forms.
For the first time, senators will
be elected during spring elections,
at the same time as the Student Body
President and Vice-President. Petitions can be picked up from the
student government offices near
Harcombe.

The Air Force is not looking for
the "Few Good Men" that the Marines are searching for, but it is
looking for the right kind of people.
"Our search for the right kind of
people to carry the Air Force into the
next century is continuing and our
goal is to keep them on board with
quality retention programs such as
the incentive scholarship," said Brig.
Gen. Robin G. Tornow, commandant of Headquarters Air Force ROTC.
The incentive scholarship, open
to all majors, is a new scholarship
program recently announced by Air
Force Headquarters devised to encourage cadets to continue with
ROTC.
The program, formally called the
Professional Officer Course Incentive Scholarship, will provide $ 1,000
per semester to all qualified juniors
and seniors to help cover the cost of
tuition, books and fees. This is in
addition to the $ 100 per month tax-

free payment they already receive.
According to Headquarters, the
program will be offered to more
than 1900 cadets from 138 ROTC
detachments nationwide. All cadets
with a scholarship of this type will
generally incur a four-year commitment to the Air Force, depending on
their major and career field.
Eligible cadets must be full-time
students and enrolled in the Professional Officer Course. They must
meet military retention standards
and cannot be age 25 or older as of
June 30 in the year of their commissioning.
Sophomores interested in the
scholarship program for the coming
fall must complete application requirements no later than April 10.
Interested individuals should start
the application process no later than
March 1, and must complete a sixweek encampment this summer,
prior to their junior year.
For more information, call
AFROTC Detachment 770, 300 Tillman Hall, at 656-3254.

Paul Galbreath/staff photographer

Chicago Stadium it isn't, but...
Construction progresses on the Brooks Performing Arts Center, which is starting to
take on the outline of a classic performance hall to house its planned modern facilities.
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Lennon
still holds
his office

Tiger Stripe does the laundry
from staff reports
Laundromats on campus are
now accepting Tiger Strripe payment, but the new system is encountering problems.
Machines in Barnett, Byrnes,
Lever, Manning, Mauldin and
Smith Halls, as well as those in
Clemson House, Calhoun Courts,
Dillard Building and Lightsey
Bridge are now equipped with
card readers in lieu of coin receptacles. Card-readers are also forthcoming to machines at Thornhill
Village.
Machines in Lightsey Bridge,
Calhoun Courts and the highrises equipped with card readers
are experiencing difficulty accepting cards for payment, rendering
those machines useless. However,
machines at those locations accepting coin payment are still
working.
Efforts are being made by the
Tiger 1 card vendor to enable all
machines to eventually accept
both cash and Tiger Stripe payment.

by Bill Zimmerman
interim news editor

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Tamara Hubert operates one of the washers equipped to accept Tiger Stripe payment.
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Don't stop the press!
It's business as usual at Clemson
University, as President Max Lennon remains in office having survived another day without holding a
rumored press conference to announce his resignation.
According to Cathy Sams, Director of News Services, initial rumors
had Lennon's resignation coming at
2 p.m. Wednesday. When that press
conference failed to occur, the rumors had him stepping down at 3
p.m. The next rumored press conference was supposed to.occur at 2 p.m.
Thursday. Nothing happened.
In fact, Lennon had left on
Wednesday for Delaware on agricultural business, and will not return to
Clemson until 5 p.m. today.
Sams added the unfounded rumors are the result of an apparent
"active smear campaign" against
Lennon which could be expected to
Ullgci
linger 1U1
for aa lew
few muuuio.
months.
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Two resigned VP's to remain
RIDG
t
M FREEDOM RIDGE;
on CU payroll until mid-April Jy^APARTMEHTS
APARTMEHTS |
by Jason Balser
computer manager
Two former CU vive-presidents
who recently resigned after an investigation found they had received
monies illegally from Clemson university will remain on the CU payroll until mid-April, due to South
Carolina state law.
The two administrators, Wanda
Hill and Richard Gray, were reportedly involved in the illegal filing of
duplicate travel vouchers here at
Clemson. The discrepancies were
found by Clemson's internal auditing board and were then handed
over to a state auditing board who

called in SLED to help in the inves- resigning from his/her position must
tigation of the possible mishandling receive pay for any leave-time that
of public funds. CU has neither con- he/she has accumulated. Apparently,
firmed nor denied the actions of the both Hill and Gray have accumulated enough leave time to postpone
two.
According to Cathy Sams, Direc- their effective resignation date until
tor of News Services for Clemson April 15.
Sams added had any criminal
University, their resignations will
not take effect until April 15. In the charges been made against either
meantime, both Hill and Gray will individual, their resignations could
continue to receive their normal have become effective immediately,
salaries and will be allowed to con- although this would not be guarantinue work on minor projects at teed.
She also states that any Clemson
Clemson; however, neither will not
be allowed to work on those projects faculty member or administration
member would be treated in a simion-campus.
Sama said this situation is a re- lar fashion with the university's acsult of state law and not of CU tion in such cases depending on the
policy. State law mandates anyone circumstances of each case.

+ -Furnished and unfurnished -2 Bedroom *
Jtownhouses and flats • 2 full Baths • Washers*
and dryers in all units • 1 mile to campus *
*
• Lots of storage space

646-7003

Mtmax war poucy

*

*
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Tune into the

HOT

EAT,
WSBF 88.1

This week's topic: Campus Media
Do you read the Tiger? Do you listen to WSBF?
Got any questions? Call in and get some ANSWERS!
TUESDAY, FEB. 9,1993
5:30 P.M.

8

The HOT SEAT is a Student
Government sponsored program,
intenied to stimulate discussion,
debate, and to recognize students'
concerns.

If you have any questions or concerns,
|
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*
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CLASS OF 1993
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING!
Wednesday, Thrusday and Friday
Feb. 10, 11 and 12
9:00 - 4:30 at Clemson Univ. Bookstore
$25.00 Deposit

*
*
*

please feel free to call in!

656- 4008
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Editorial
Are we really safe ?
The Clemson University Department of Public Safety
should be commended on their successful crime prevention efforts. The victim/witness advocate (VWA) program,
campus escort program, "security coordinators" and the
recently implemented "foot patrols" have benefited and
will continue to benefit the Clemson community.
While we hope such efforts to provide better campus
security will
continue, are
students really
OUR POSITION
safe?
Where are
the student
Clemson should not wait
police
who
until a tragedy occurs
once patrolled
before deciding to
our campus?
upgrade campus
What happen
security.
to the Crowe
security personnel who
once checked non-residential buildings at night?
Although not publicized, budget reductions have
impacted campus security. With respect to the budget
cuts, personal safety has a higher priority than property
safety.
Apparently, the Office of Student Affairs believes
Clemson's low crime doesn't warrant increased public
safety funding. It seems to be playing Russian Roulette
with student safety.
Clemson University proudly publishes a pamphlet
noting the employment of 31 well trained full-time police
officers; however, according to the recommended FBI
standards of 2.8 officers per 1000 persons, Clemson falls
disgracefully short.
Safety officials conservatively estimates 25,000 persons
visit campus each day, which means Clemson should
have an additional 39 public safety officers to upgrade to
the recommend 70.
According to public safety officials, campus security is,
in essence, in the hands of 18 uniformed patrolmen. We
commend these persons on a job well done, but it's
disturbing that in 1978 there were also 18. While the
campus has grown, the University has shamefully not
supported the necessary police departmental growth.
The Director of Clemson University Public Safety
recently described Clemson as a "lucky campus." How
long can we expect to be a "lucky campus?"
Must a violent crime occur before the University is
willing to upgrade campus security?
The administration should be willing to take full
responsibility for any crimes against Clemson students
since it has chosen not to upgrade the police department
to the adequate standard.
The University does not put students' well-being first.
While the University is willing to support eight noncommissioned parking enforcement officers, who generate funds for the University by writing tickets, it's not
The lead editorial is written by the editorial editor. The
opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent the
majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of any
particular member of the editorial board.
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Military, no 'niggers' or 'faggots'
The opposition against lifting the
50 year ban against gays in the mili- Tyrone
tary is based on misconceptions of Walker
the American people, our politicians
and soldiers.
It's not a moral issue but a ques- EDITOR
tion of perception. I believe these EDITORIAL
people find it difficult to perceive
"faggots" performing their duties as feminate, timid drag queens dressed
they defend our country.
in hot pink skirts which is contrary to
On one hand, I disagree the gay the military's "macho" image.
ban is similar to the segregation of
Foes of lifting the ban believe a
blacks in the military. Common physi- person with these characteristics
cal characteristics of blacks made would have a negative influence on
their identification easy; however, the military. I'm a United States Army
gays don't have a common identifi- Reservists. I had the honor of trainable physical trait.
ing at Fort Benning, Georgia, Home
On the other hand, the ban is of the Infantry.
similar in terms of the arguments
Although my experience with the
against allowing blacks in the mili- military is limited, I agree "niggers"
tary. Segregationists argued allowing and "faggots" would not make reliblacks in the military would damage able soldiers. I would not want my
the morale of soldiers, which is simi- life dependent on such a person.
lar to the military claiming lifting the However, I don't have to worry about
gay ban would hurt military morale that happening because such a perand military efficiency.
son could not survive the training, we
With respect to blacks, the prob- as soldiers must endure.
lem was rooted in whites' image of a
We should question whether or
"nigger" who was peceived to be not "niggers" and "faggots" really
stupid, lazy and unreliable. They could exist.
not perceive "niggers" performing
"Niggers" and "faggots" could not
their military duties as well as whites. be motivated to get up at 4:30 in the
After legislation was introduced forc- morning to yell and run around until
ing the branches of the miliatry to his guts feel like they're coming though
integrate, history proved the segrega- his nose. I don't think z "nigger" or
tionist claims wrong.
"faggot" could yell "KILL" as he rams
A similar misconception exists the butt of a M16-A2 though the skull
today. "Faggots" are viewed as ef- of an enemy. "Niggers and "faggots"

would not be motivated to road march
15 miles with a ruck sack on his back
and a rifle in his hands.
There aren't too many guys on
this campus, with a macho image,
highly motivated enough to put themselves to such rigorous training.
I don't think "faggots" should be
allowed in the military, but I do
believe persons who happen to have
an alternate sexual orientation than
myself have been and would be motivated to endure such training. They
should not be excluded as long as
they perform their jobs effectively as
they keep me alive and defend our
country.
The military, as a group, best
represents a cross section of America.
The military's acceptance of blacks
was slowly followed by American
society's acceptance. In essence, the
"nigger" image of blacks in American
society slowly faded after the military
integration.
When the Pentagon lifts the gay
ban, the military's "faggot" image of
homosexuals will dissipate slowly but
inevitably enhance the image of those
who differ only in their sexual orientation.
This acceptance is the first step
American society as a whole must
take to change the negative
connonatation of homosexuality,
which will, in the end, stop discrimination and reduce prejudices against
gays and lesbian as it did for blacks.
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Speaking Out
Question: Should homosexuals be allowed in the military?

Keith Scott,
Engineering
freshman
No, God
made
Adam and Eve, not
Adam and Steve.

Chris Miller,
Ag. Engineering
senior
.
No, AIDS could be
transferred to a
wounded soldier in
combat.

Alfreada Walker,
Industrial Managment
sophomore
Yes, it's their right as
Americans to serve
their country.

Ramiro Corro,
Industrial Engineering
senior
No, it would hurt the
army's reputation.

Paul GaibreatW staff photographer

Letterman move will shake up late night TV
I do not watch a lot of television.
(In fact, other than sports, the only
weekly shows I watch are "Cheers,"
"Martin" and "Wings," all on Thursday night and "The Kids In the Hall"
when I can find it on Comedy Central.)
There is one show, however, that
I try to catch every night while I am
studying. That show is "Late Night
With David Letterman."
Coming in June, Dave's show will
take on a new look at a new network
(CBS) and a new time period (11:30
p.m.) In that slot, Dave will take on
The Tonight Show's Jay Leno, Arsenio
Hall and coming in September, Chevy
Chase.
Jay, go play with your antique
cars; Arsenio, keeping pumping your
fist and barking; and Chevy, late
night has changed since you were on

Saturday Night Live, so please return
to your glory days with Christmas
Vacation, Fletch and Caddyshack.
You three will be yesterday's news
by June.
After being snubbed by NBC for
The Tonight Show slot that he seemed
to have been groomed for, Letterman
will finally get a shot at the big time.
It is a shot, in my opinion, that is long
overdue and one that Dave will take
full advantage of.
Dave is obviously the funniest of
the current and future late night
hosts. His rye sense of humor comes
through in his monologue and his
conversations with the guests. He
doesn't schmooze with the guests, a
la Leno and Hall, but actually makes
them the butt of his jokes. With the
money these people make, they do
not need their egos any larger than

they already are, and Dave brings
them down a notch or two.
Dave is already, and has been for
Daniel
Shirley
ASSISTANT
NEWS EDITOR
a while, sharpening his knives for
the late night war to come. Since
Leno was named as Johnny Carson's
successor last summer, Dave has
been at his unusual best; quipping
with Paul Shaffer, wisecracking about
his guests and taking wonderfully
funny shots at General Electric, the
parent company of NBC. The top ten
lists have been even more biting, the
skits more hillarious, his answers to
viewer mail even funnier and the

recent guest list probably the best it
has ever been.
Dave has even used his impending move to CBS as material for his
humor. He has made light of his
likely successor, Dana Carvey, saying that the woman who used to
break in his house and tell everyone
she was Dave's wife is now breaking
into Carvey's house and also, that
his mother invited Carvey to Thanksgiving dinner instead of himself. He
has told viewers who asked about
his job to get in line, has slid the
cover on his name plate to cover a
NBC logo on one end and reveal a
CBS logo, and when his fans cheered
when he announced his move, he
asked his viewers what they are
willing to do about it.
In homage to the master of Top
Ten Lists, I have one of my own.

Top Ten Reasons David Letterrr an
Is The Best Late Night Host
10. Paul and the World's Jvlost
Dangerous Band (No matter what
people say about Paul, he works
perfectly with Dave).
9. Stupid pet tricks (or if you
prefer, stupid human tricks).
8. Elevator races (You have to be
a real Letterman fan to remember
those).
7. Biff, Hal and the rest of the Late
Night crew.
6. Peggy "The Foul-Mouthed Barmaid" (That may have been the funniest skit I have ever seen on Dave's
show).
5. Larry "Bud" Melman.
4. Viewer mail.
3. Top-ten lists..
2. Most interesting guests.
1. Funniest monologue.

Letters to the Editor

Greek system doesn't foster mature behavior
they "did." These same images are
also portrayed by many of the Tshirts printed by the Greek
I was astonished to see there
organizations to commemorate
were no letters printed in defense
many of their "functions." A large
of Tyrone Walker's recent article
part of the college experience is
"For Sale: Fake Confidence."
intended to be a social one, but
Admittedly his article was a bit
close-minded and some unjustified we, as college students, should be
adult enough to carry ourselves a
generalizations were made. The
little more maturely. These types
letters printed certainly made Mr.
of behavior certainly don't convey
Walker aware of the many
positive contributions Greeks have the 'strong Christian ideals'
mentioned in Mr. Sanford's letter.
made to the community, and they
Granted, Greeks aren't the only
are to be commended for their
ones that are capable of acting
efforts.
like this, and by no means do all
However, as I'm sure Mr.
Greeks behave this way, but
Walker will agree, these positive
Greeks are the only ones who
images aren't always the ones
print T-shirts to commemorate this
seen around campus. The Greek
behavior.
system is not to be bashed;
The letters printed in last
undoubtedly the best way to
week's Tiger did much to present
enhance your social life at
a positive image of the Greek
Clemson is to join a Greek
organizations, but then letters like
organization. (Even if I could
afford it 1 personally never felt the John A. Mack's were a detriment.
He commented that "not all of us
need to bi my friends.) The
have a ... paper to vent our
confident Jiese organizations
provide is far from fake, but it can personal frustrations." John, you
might take note of the many
definitely lead to arrogance. I've
invitations to come write for The
seen the nicest people become
Tiger, and lookee there, you could
instantly stuck-up upon joining a
Greek organization. The lunch tray be so lucky! Then you could
inform the rest of Clemson of the
scenario, which does occur
positive things Greek society is
frequently in the "Greek section"
involved in. Also, Mr. Mack
of Harcombe, is a prime example
stabbed at Mr. Walker's views of
of this pompousness.
Every time I overhear the word some key vocabulary words:
"opinionated," "facts," and
"fraternity" it seems to be
"Wrong." I learned in elementary
followed by "party." These
school that opinions aren't facts,
negative images are reinforced
and therefore cannot be considwhen I can't hear my professor's
ered "wrong". One last note,
lecture because the three Greeks
Johnny-boy: feast your eyes on the
behind me are bragging about
title of the section in which Mr.
how drunk they got or the girls
To the editor:

are just as willing as CUPCAL
members to listen to both sides of
the issue. If the individuals who
defaced the CUPCAL flyers and
posted the "Gerber Baby" flyers
Stephen Middlekauff had heard CUPCAL's side, they
would know that CUPCAL does
not sanction abortion or kill
babies. For those students who
would like to know what CUPCAL
represents, here is our side:
Abortion is a very difficult,
emotional issue. There are no
right or wrong answers in the
debates on abortion. No one can
deny that a fetus is a live being,
living within a woman, just as a
sperm or egg prior to conception
is alive. No one can deny that
abortion causes the death of a
fetus. Whether or not this can be
To the editor:
defined as murder is solely
dependent on how an individual
Since the campus organization
defines the beginning of human
Clemson University Pro-Choice
life.
Action League (CUPCAL) began
Abortion is a necessary evil of
two years ago, members of the
our modern society. It is perorganization have been hassled,
and announcements for pro-choice formed far too often in this
society, but it must not be
events have been intervened by
declared illegal. The government
those believing that abortion
could not and can never eliminate
should become illegal. Recently,
abortion through laws. The laws
the flyers for a CUPCAL meeting
prohibiting abortions until 1973
were defaced by stickers implying
simply encouraged illegal,
that members of CUPCAL are
expensive and dangerous abor"Baby-Killers." A week later, flyers
tions rather than legal, regulated
were anonymously pbsted about
and safe abortions. Abortions can
CUPCAL itself. Not only are these
only be ended by a society with
childish pranks, they are an
healthy, open and responsible
embarrassment to the Clemson
attitudes towards sexuality.
student body who, for the most
CUPCAL feels that if abortion
part, is open to all forms of
were made illegal now, there
education. The members of
would be far too much child
Clemson Right to Life are not
responsible for these acts; for they abuse, far too many on welfare

Walker's article was printed. In
great big letters it reads "OPINION," and we are all entitled to
our own (aren't we Mr. Elliot?).

CUPCAL
not baby
killers

struggling to support a family, and
far too many deaths of women by
illegal abortions. CUPCAL also
believes, as Roe vs. Wade upheld,
that the decision of abortion
should be determined only by the
woman carrying the fetus until the
fetus is viable(that is, until it is
able to live outside of tile
woman's body). CUPCAL does not
endorse or encourage abortion.
Rather, CUPCAL holds the opinion
that instead of imposing laws on
women, the government should
educate our society and children
about sex and birth control to
prevent abortion.
CUPCAL represents the antiabortion, pro-choice majority. It is
CUPCAL's vision that instead of
fighting one another, we can
decide to take a positive approach
to the issue of abortion and work
together for better sex education
in schools, cheaper,more effective
contraception and healthier
attitudes towards sex.
Sara Huston
Founder of CUPCAL

Defacement
condemned
To the editor:
Recently, several posters have
appeared on campus, signed simply

continued on next page
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"RIGHT," attacking pro-choice
advocates, from the Clemson
Unversity Pro-choice Action
League to our naton's President.
Clemson Right to Life, though
strongly opposed to the practice
of abortion, did not post these
signs, and does not endors nor
condone any such acts of slander,
regardless of the opinion of
groups or individuals.
We would like to encourage
anyone involved in this issue to
express their opinions rationally
and respectivefully.
David Doughty
President,
Clemson Right to Life

Construction
growth
abundant
To the editor:
Campus construction in the
90's-it's everywhere and it's here
to stay. Competition between
building contractors has driven
down construction prices, allowing
the University to make improvements. But headway is slow with
near record rains over the past
couple of months. Blame it on the
rain, we understand. Progress is
slow but nice and will suffice.
That great mistake called
Johnstone, perhaps the largest
dormitory in the world, has had a
few halls put to rest, and the new
and improved version is taking

shape. I certainly enjoyed
watching the wrecking ball build
up momentum and slam into that
hideousness. Remember how the
ground would shake!
Old Brackett Hall is about
finished with her face-lift, and boy
does she look pretty. The atrium is
breathtaking, especially on the top
walkway with a mammoth
skylight overhead. The great
meeting area on the bottom floor
will soon be soft and cozy with
sofas and chairs, not to mention
the "A La Carte" food bar that's
suppose to arrive. You should go
by and give her a visit, you'll be
surprised.
With Brackett nearing completion, the work force can now
concentrate on that fenced off war
zone next door. They plan to
terrace off the bank and create a
sitting area looking across the
amphitheater to Cooper Library.
As you can see now, carved in
concrete, it is called the "Carillon
Garden," donated to us by the
class of '43- A carillon is a set of
bells sounding the chromatic scale,
and the garden name comes from
the Clemson Memorial Carillon
located in Tillman Hall. I hear it's
suppose to be a beauteous
conglomeration of concrete.
Mell Hall must be proud of the
new front yard. Down there in the
corner of Bowman Field, you've
seen the finished patio area lined
with new benches. Looks great! I
hope to see each seat filled when
Spring hits town. I'll be there.
Also, the soon-to-be unveiled war
memorial statue the class of '44 is
dedicating to their classmates who
died in WWII will be located here.
The magnificent looking
Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts, next to Lehotsky Hall, has me
on pins and needles. I can barely
wait to see it in action. Clemson is
long overdue for a place like this,

ASSAULT DETERRENT

IN THE FACE OF
DANGER!!

"The Victim's True Equalizer"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most potent formula in the industry.
Instantly disables attackers.
Used by FBI, Police, and Military.
Stops vicious animals.
No after-effects.
Orange dye visually marks attackers.
Made in the U.S.A.

Thousands sold on T.V.
for $19.95 plus $4.00 S/H.
Your cost I{*X3."5
plus $2.00 S/II
Twelve or more lo one address (one check) less$1.00
S/H. Special rates quoted for fund-raising groups.
Checks/Money Orders payable to:

A & IV SPECIALTIES, IXC.
(205) 849-7604

Please send

P.O. Box 170249
Birmingham, AL 35217

and I hope we all take advantage
of it-much appreciation. With all
this construction going on you'd
think Clemson had "seen the
light," "jumped on the cultural
bandwagon," or just gone plum
crazy. Even with lower building
prices, it's hard to guess the price
of it all, especially the illusive
addition to Lee Hall.
If you're not in arts or
architecture or don't have any
friends who are, you probably
aren't familiar with this building.
It's located next to the grassroofed Strom Thurmond Institute.
Students work there 24 hours a
day and have had plenty of time
to witness the three story
appendage being attached to the
backside of their home. After
hearing comments made by these
students and catching wind of the
price tag, well, I guess the new
building doesn't live up to
expectation. Especially when the
cost per square foot makes it one
of the most expensive buildings
on campus. Don't get me wrong,
I'm all for expanding the arts and
architecture facilities, but a more
pragmatic approach may be what
it needs. Check it out!
As the 20 th century comes to
a close, Clemson will be entering
the next 100 years with an
updated campus, and more plans
on the drawing board. And I hope
us students will enter the stay
century spending more time on
campus. Few schools have the
beautiful setting we do, and none
can get the grass so green. So look
forward to change and progress,
but watch your step, construction
continues. Fluor Daniel Engineering, you're next.
Stephen Gray

continued on next page
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THE DUGOUT
Baseball • Football • Basketball • Hockey
Specializing in complete sets, unopened boxes and
packs, commons, and today's hottest stars.
• "SHAQ" Rookie Cards in Stock •
Mon.-Fri. 1-7:30pm
Saturday 10am - 5pm

Ray Traynum
Owner

518 College Avenue • 120 B. Victoria Square
Clemson, SC 29631 • (803) 654-0281
(Across from U.S. Post Office)
Clomson University

it
CHINESE RESTAURANT

CO

LUNCH

Ole
Norm's

MONDAY-SATURDAY
11:30 AM-2:00 PM

X

i

DINNER
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
5:00 pm- 10:00 pm

Golden
Dragon
Clemson
Suite

to Central

Bi-Lo

At

Hwy 93

Next To
Clemson Suites

654-1551

THE CAMPUS LAUNDROMATS
ACCEPT BOTH TIGER 1 CARD
ANDCASH
• In response to customers' requests, both washers
and dryers in each of the following areas accept either the Tiger
1 Card or cash. Locations include: Barnett, Byrnes, Calhoun
Courts, Clemson House, Dillard, Lever, Lightsey Bridge, Manning,
Mauldin and Smith. In each of these facilities there are machines which accept cash only and machines which accept the
Tiger 1 Card only.

units of Assault Deterrent

I am enclosing S13.95 per unit plus $2.00 S/H per unit
Twelve or more to one address (one check)
less $1.00 per unit S/H

• Thornhill is currently accepting cash only on all
machines, but some machines should be programmed within the
coming months to accept the Tiger 1 Card.

Name

Address
City

.State.

COLLEGE AVE. • / 654-1670
654-16:

V AN

• Technology is currently being developed by the
Tiger 1 Card vendor to convert all washers and dryers in all 10
facilities so that they can be operated by both the Tiger 1 Card
as well as cash.
• Cash operated machines
are provided for anyone who does not
have a Tiger Stripe Account.
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For your convenience, the Tiger Stripe Account start-up amount
has been reduced from $25 to $5 for an initial deposit for all uses.
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Should gays be permitted in the military?
by Sean Cook
staff writer
It's about time the voice of reason spoke out on the issue of allowing homosexuals to be in the military, so I'm going to be that voice,
because I'm tired of hearing the
ignorant, hateful rantings of stupid
people on the subject.
Ardent military men have voiced
their objections to lifting the ban on
gays. One man sent in his uniform
(which he planned to be buried in),
and encouraged others to do the
same. The Joint Chiefs of Staffvoiced
their objections to President
Clinton's executive order. And three
members of the military beat the
hell out of a gay man outside a
nightclub, while shouting "Clinton
must pay." It seems that many people
are upset about the issue.
Let me begin my argument by
noting that the military has always
been portrayed as a band of gallant
heroes who rise to defend the honor
of America. While this may be true in
some respects, I would like to put a
twist into this perspective, by recognizing that it has also been a place to
hide from the problems of the world.
I have known several men who
joined the service of our country in
order to run away from failed romances, drug addictions and society
in general. I have known others who
joined the military to combat inferiority complexes, and still others
who joined to learn to kill. How can
we justify allowing these borderline
personalities to serve, while kicking
out upstanding soldiers who want to
serve their country, on the basis of
their sexual orientation?
Homosexuality has been around
for a long time, and it's not going to
go away. Whether people like it or

not, gays are abundant in our society, and they are not going to go
away.
In the first place, we shouldn't
ask them to go away. People are
people, and gays deserve the same
respect accorded to other human
beings, and are guaranteed the same
by the social contracts which govern
our democratic society. Let us not
forget those words our forefathers
penned at the time of our nation's
birth: "We hold these truths to be
self-evident: that all men are created
equal, and endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are Life, Liberty
and the Pursuit of Happiness."
Many in our society will claim
they are doing the Lord's work by
condemning gays, and cite certain
lines of scripture to defend their
purpose, conveniently forgetting

Many in our society
will claim they are
doing the Lord's
work by condemning
gays...
basic tenets of the scripture when
such phrases counter their arguments and misinterpretations. Let
us not forget that man is called upon
to love his neighbor, to judge not
and to show compassion and mercy
for his fellow men, no matter who
(or what) they may be. In the words
of John (1:18): "If a man say, I love
God, and hateth his brother, he is a
liar: for he that loveth not his brother,
whom he hath seen, how can he
love God, that he hath not seen?"
This brings me to another point.

Many are quick to judge others, and
condemn them, without even knowing them. William Hazlitt put it best
when he said, "We can scarcely hate
anyone that we don't know." Those
who rail against Clinton's order may
be doing so without weighing properly the worth of the soldiers involved. If you are straight, you cannot truly understand the lives of gay
persons. If you want to know why,
then I'll give you a che-you're not
gay!
As for the current issue, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff should realize that

by Michael-Ann Kelly
staff writer

Homosexuality is one of those
personal liberties which should not
be endorsed in our disciplined military. President Clinton has made a
tremendous mistake in his decision
to push lifting the ban on gays in the
military; it is too soon politically and
is a mistake in the first place. The
middleclass voted for Clinton in
hopes for better economic conditions. But what is Clinton's first
priority? He has to put his homosexual constituents ahead of the
economic issues that so obviously
need immediate attention. Clinton
they are just thzt-Chiefs of Staff. may have won the election, but his
Clinton is the Commander-in Chief. first decision has cost him approval
The head guy. The Big cheese. Their by the populace. In the Feb. 8 issue
job is to follow his orders. They are ofNewsweek, the Gallup Poll shows
advisors to the President, nothing Clinton's disapproval rate at 32%.
else. They recently confronted him
on the gay ban issue, and there was
Are you ready to have
speculation they would quit. They
should have quit. And so should tax dollars spent on
anyone else who has a problem with
homosexual military
the new policy. They can be replaced. Anyone can be replaced.
housing?
Ignorance at all levels is the underlying theme of this conflict, in- That is the highest disapproval ratcluding the Chiefs of Staff. Winston ing of any new president since the
Churchill described the Chiefs ap- 1950's.
propriately when he said, "You may
Other than political, many other
take the most gallant sailor, the social and moral reasons exist to
most intrepid airman, or the most maintain the ban. First, some social
audacious soldier, put them at a norms have been accepted for thoutable together-what do you get? The sands of years. Homosexuality is not
sum of their fears."
one. While some argue what is normal for one person may not be for
The Tiger accepts unsolicanother; therefore, norms cannot be
ited letters, commentaries
defined, I disagree. A norm is is
accepted by the majority. Homoand editorials from Clcmson
sexuality does not fit into this catUniversity students, faculty,
egory. It's deviant social behavior
and staff.
and as far as medical technology
cannot prove, it's a chosen lifestyle.

commentary

Gays are already in the military.
But if the ban is lifted, their open
sexuality will result in more corruption and loss of discipline. I believe
there are certain desires mankind
cannot control. In combat, I would
not put woman beside man nor
would I put homosexual beside heterosexual. Because it is not an accepted sexual orientation, it will
only serve as a distraction even if
not acted upon. And separation will,
as occurred with blacks in earlier
wars, only serve to add dissension.
It is not quantity of our military, but
the quality that wins wars and shows
strength. The quality of our army
will certainly diminish should the
ban be lifted.
Some may argue this is the same
issue was raised over the question
of blacks in the military. The difference can be easily explained; blacks
are born black without choice. Homosexuality is not genetic, it's a
choice.
We must also think about the
decision's consequences. What's the
next demand? Are you ready to
have tax dollars spent on homosexual military housing?
Finally, The New York Times
raised a Conservatives fear^^does
the 1964 Civil Rights Act include the
protection of gays. This could lead
to many problems such as the right
to marriage. Presently, the Act does
not protect gays who seek adoption,
housing, or college and job entrance.
I would like to preserve my right to
raise my children in an environment that I feel is healthy and normal. I do not think it's necessary to
add yet another group to the so
called "equality" of affirmative action. We should preserve the ban on
homosexuals in the military and
preserve our social morals, disciplined military, and our future.

TD's of Clemson
654-3656
February Bands: 4&5 - Wild Men From Borneo
10-Simon Sez
12 - The Deadly Crankdogs
13 - Chanel Zero
17 - God's Comics
19 - DSF Earthcorp
25 & 26 - Harambe
Special Events:

Feb. 13 St. Valentine's Dinner For Two
Two Prime Rib Dinners for Only $14.00
Dinner for Two & Champagne - $20.00
- Call For Details Reservations Recommended

• Feb. 24 TD's Second Annual Mardi Gras Party •
- It's A Blast -
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Is Clemson campus
environmentally aware?
by Kate Marvel
staff writer

dences have provided places to recycle glass, paper, aluminum, plastics and newspaper. Now, at the turn
of the year the administration has

It's the year 2010Students strap on their jet packs
and shoot off to class. Activists are
protesting the war against the
Klingoffs. Levitating skateboards become the ultimate means of trans- agreed to give $24,000 to institute a
portation. And what? Someone fi- campus-wide recycling program. The
nally follows through with an effi- custodians will be paid to separate
cient recycling program on campus. and empty the material. Yet the
A few days ago a survey done by whole process will save money for
the Student Government was slipped the University since there will be
under my door. It asked if you less trash and the university will be
currently recycled, and if so what receiving the revenue from the rematerials did you recycle. Then, as cycled material.
So here I sit, with my stacks of
astonishing as it may seem, it asked
newspapers
collecting dust, my green
if you, the students of this fine
university, would participate in a glass separated from my clear glass,
campus-wide recycling program. It's my plastics taking up half of my
taken the Student Government until closet, and my aluminums (well
1993 to even think about instituting they're in the bins of course), waita recycling program on campus. ing for the Student Government's
That's a government for you, always unspoken promise of a campus-wide
quick to respond to the needs of the recycling program. Follow through
people. Now that Student Govern- will they? I'll be waiting for my
ment has conjured up such an origi- levitating skateboard.
nal scheme, tne question is will they
follow through on it, and if they do
follow through, will they take care
of what they started?
Being a student here at Clemson
University I realize that there are
recycling centers made available to
the public in this town. However,
isn't a college a community unto
itself, segregated from the town
which, surrounds it; A community
which is helpless unless provided
for. If the community didn't provide
banks, then people wouldn't invest
their money. If the community
didn't provide stores, then people
wouldn't shop. If the community
doesn't provide recycling facilities,
then people aren't going to recycle!
The S.E.A. (Students for Environmental Awareness) put out the blue
aluminum recycling receptacles that
you see around campus at the beginning of last semester. More then
once I've walked by them and have
flfffpH
seen cans overflowing and lying on
the ground. S.E.A, the students are
doing their part, it's time for you to
L m Ju
fulfill your commitment. If you are
going to start a recycling project
make sure that the material actually
gets recycled, and doesn't sit around
to collect bees and pollute the
ground. At Furman University; for
three years now, all female resi-

commentary

A Student Community
• 2 bedroom and 2 bath
• Washer and Dryer in each unit
• Shuttle bus and swimming pool

• Completely furnished
• Special 2 tenant leases
• Summer session rentals

SPRING '93 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263
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STEAMBOAT. CO
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MUSTANG ISLAND, TX
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
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With Visa® you'll be accepted at more than
10 million places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
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The Tiger will be holding staff elections
Sunday, Feb. 7 at 8 p.m. in room 906 of the
University Union for the following positions:
Advertising Manager
Head Photographer

News Editor
Time-Out Editor
Got a camera?
Want an excuse to
use it? 656-4007.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
with your level of experience. As

Any nurse who just wants a job can

Classic Photography Inc.
has immediate openings for

PHOTOGRAPHERS

X

Part-time weekends and evenings
Transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036
for appointment

1

find one. But if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
——

Heritage Point
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartment Units available
Extremely well landscaped
• 6 month leases available for NOW
• 2 month leases available for summer only
• 10 & 12 month leases available in August
Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view apartments •

Call Burton Properties
"With Seven Locations"

'•

office 653-7717
Open 9-3 Saturdays, 2-4 Sundays

After Hours/Weekends, call: 654-2412 or 654-3444
■ -■■■..■
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Tiger editor answers
Students jailed after
questions from Senate praying outside clinic
continued from 1A

continued from 1A
with upholding," said Manning.
There is a move to have The Tiger as a
separate entity of the university, where the
senior staff would become paid employees of
the university.
Though the proposal to have the Media
Advisory Board "did not first come to (Elliott)
but by Student Development," Elliott suggested, only then should the Media Advisory
Board become involved.
After Manning's speech, he entertained
questions from the student senate.
It was during this time which Manning
mentioned the commitment of last year's
student body president, Greg Horton.
"(Horton) always went out of his way to sit
down with me to make sure {The Tiger)
understood some of the legislation that was
coming up, why the legislation was being
proposed (and) what benefits the student
body might get out of the legislation. That has
not been done this year," said Manning.
Elliott believes that it is the media's job to
reach the representative body.
"I would be happy to (sit down with
Manning) but never once has the editor-inchief of The Tiger taken it upon himself to get
in contact with me. I don't think President
Clinton goes to The Washington Times everyday to check in and make sure they are kept
informed."
Vice President Charlie Mauney addressed
the issue of The Tiger being centered more
around opinion than news, focusing on the
Jan. 29 issue.
"(Last week) there were 16 opinion articles, 17 news stories and eight sports stories," said Mauney.
"To me, that is too many to be called a
newspaper, but you can call yourself half

news, half opinion. The way it stands now, as
the representative of those 17,000 students,
(they) are not happy with the way things are
going up (at The Tiger), Mauney said.
Mauney believes, from the conversations
he has had with students and friends, The
Tiger has a low rating in performance level.
However, in contrast, a survey conducted
by the Media Advisory Board, The Tiger had
the highest favorable rating.
Compared against the other media organizations on campus, The Tiger had a 60 percent
approval.
Mauney also addressed the problem of
who is accountable for The Tiger.
"In my opinion, {The Tiger) is not accountable enough to the students or the advertisers.
There is no accountability there between the
senior staff of The Tiger and the rest of the
student body," said Mauney.
Manning believes that The Tiger is fully
accountable to both the students and the
advertisers.
"I would like to think that the advertisers
would trust {The Tiger) enough as a viable
source (of information)," said Manning.
Because of the criticism toward The Tiger
of being biased, Manning said, "I believe that
the representation has been overwhelmingly
neutral, if not positive. In fact, I would prefer
that the articles would not be positive, not
negative, but neutral. This neutrality is the
heart of our objectivity. We must strive to
remain neutral. The student media of Clemson do not take lightly our rights and our
freedom of expression. When all else fails,
those rights are all we have. We will defend
them to no end. Even if that end is the final
dissolution of our organizations. Even if that
dissolution is self-imposed."

Hiller, said there are laws made for the
people and by the people that require
compliance.
"I have no problem with the assembly of
individuals which the First Amendment
expresses," said Hiller, "but it must be done
with reasonable restrictions and these
people violated one of them."
"They have taken prayer out of school,
out of graduations, out of high school
football games," said Dawkins, "and now
they are telling us we can't pray on our own
sidewalks. We have to stand up for what we
believe. If not, things will get worse and
worse."
The enforcement of the picketing ordinance was based on a suit filed by the
abortion clinic against the city of Greenville.
"Nobody has the right to ignore laws no
matter what law it is," said Hiller. "The
majority rules for these people."
"Everyone there was fighting for Jesus,"
said Paine. "As Christians we are commanded to rescue those who being led

away to death and to hold back those
staggering toward slaughter."
"Since Christ died for me," said Emory,
"I feel the same responsibility to lay down
my life to save these babies from being
butchered."
"Everything we talk about - freedom,
democracy. It all has changed," said Horres.
"When will it stop? We have to be bold.
I did what I did because I love the Lord."
At the same time, NOW is in the position
of protecting the interest of those wanitng
to have a legal abortion.
"Since Roe v. Wade women have that
choice," said Gardner,
"And we are here to protect that
choice, "Gardner added
According to Pastors for Life representative Rev. Michael Clour, the hearing date is
set for March 1.
"We are getting help from several nation
wide groups like the American Civil Liberties Union," said Clour, adding this was the
largest arrest of Christians for praying on a
public sidewalk in the United States.

Sick of fillers? Do
something about it. The
news meeting is next
Thursday at 4:30 p.m.

14th ANNUAL USPF S.C. STATE
POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIP
S.C. STATE BENCHPRESS CHAMPIONSHIP
SPONSORED BY
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
WEIGHT CLUB

AND

UNITED STATES
POWERLIFTING
FEDERATION
Being out of town on
Election Day doesn't
mean you lose your
power to vote. Call
your local Board of
Elections for more
information on absentee
voting. Find out how
easy it is to vote
by absentee ballot.

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1993
FIKE RECREATION CENTER
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, CLEMSON, S.C.
(MAP WITH MOTEL LISTING ON REVERSE SIDE)
MEET DIRECTOR: DAN LARK (803) 882-7886

POWERLIPTINfi
MENS OPEN
CLASS II& BELOW
MASTER'S (40 yrs.
WOMEN'S

xPOWER

DIVISIONS

over)

YOTEAMERICi
BENCHPRESS
MENS OPEN
MASTER'S (40 yrs.
WOMENS

WHO IS THE STRONGEST MAN IN THE
STATE ??!
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FEEL THE
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AMERICA'S FUTURE DEPENDS ON AMERICA'S VOTERS

In the next issue of:

u

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER

•Dealing With Gang Violence
•Media Contracts Shake Athletics
•Financial Aid Not Meeting Co*
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News Briefs
Alpha Phi Omega
offers scholarship
The Alpha Phi Omega J. Lawrence and Renee P. Keese Scholarship
Endowment has been created for students active in civic volunteerism
and community service. Under this endowment, scholarships will be
awarded to students who have "significant participation in and
leadership of extracurricular activities to benefit individuals in need,
charitable and/or humanitarian organizations and causes, the campus, the community, the nation, and/or other such worthy beneficiaries."
The endowment was created by Clemson's chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega's members and alumni.
"The endowment's name honors Mr. and Mrs. Larry Keese of
Easley, who have helped manage and maintain the fund since its
inception," said Paul Mosley, the service fraternity's chapter's spring
1993 president.
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Student Condominiums

CU alumnus awarded
S.C. extension honor...

FLOOR PLAN

Dr. Lawrence Harvey and Rowland Alston, both South Carolina
Extension workers have been awarded the 8th annual HoechstRoussel Cotton Extension Education Awards.
Harvey is the Extension cotton specialist for South Carolina and
received the Clemson University Alumni award for Distinguished
Public Service in 1987. Alston is a Sumter County agent who earned
his bachelor's and master's degrees from Clemson University.

Love receives national
fellowship for work...
An American Association of University Women fellowship has been
awarded to Nancy Love, a Clemson University doctoral student.
Love is receiving this award for her work in environmental systems
engineering which centers on waste water treatment and breaking
down toxic compounds. She is also the first engineering student from
Clemson to win this $13,500 award.

Clemson center for
small business moves...
The Greenville area office of the Clemson Regional Small Business
Development Center has just moved to a new location at the
Greenville Chamber of Commerce, at 24 Cleveland Street.
The Frank L. Roddey Small Business Development Center of South
Carolina was created to aid small businesses in 1978. Counseling
services offered are free or charge and seminars and workshops are
also offered for small fees.
Additional information can be obtained by contacting the Clemson
Regional SBDC at 656-3227.

BJrnY BALCOHV/PAl.'O

ETOJ

• 4 Private Bedrooms • 4 Parking Spaces
•2 Full Baths
• Utility Room
• Private Balcony
• Large Closets
STANDARD FEATURES
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer
Continuous Clean
• Refrigerator w/lcemaker
Oven & Range
• Mini-Blinds
Microwave
• Pre-wired for Cable & Phones

CONVENIENT
TO CAMPUS!!

Awards committee
seeks nominations...

VISIT OUR
FURNISHED
MODEL
AT THE SITE

Nominations are being sought by Clemson University's Scholarships and Awards Committee for the community redipient of the
1993 Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award.
Clemson University presents one Sullivan award to a non-student
resident of the community as well as awards to one male and female
senior student. The award honors a person's "influence for good,
excellence in maintaining high ideals of living, and genuine service
to others."
Community nominees are not required to have graduated from
Clemson or have any formal association with the university, but
should have contributed service in Anderson, Oconee or Pickens
counties.
Nominations, a one-page letter about the nominee should be sent
to Dr. Kirk Brague, 104 Holtzendorff, Clemson University, Clemson,
SC 29634-4003. You can also contact Brague at 656-0515 for further
information. The nominations deadline is Feb. 19.

1:00 - 5:00PM Daily

OR PHONE

(803) 654-CALL
DEVELOPED BY

briefs compiled by Stacey La Senna

Build your resume on
our ad staff. 656-2167.

The
Bradley

Student Condominiums

Company

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

NOW AVAILABLE
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News Briefs

Graduate student
Non-resident
earns Sea Grant
graduate students
fellowship study
face tuition hike
In the fall of 1993 out-of-state graduate students will have to pay
twice the tuition charged for resident graduate students.
This proposal that was passed on December 9,1992, was written
in compliance with suggestions made by The Commission On Higher
Education. The Commission suggested that all state higher education
institutions raise their fees for non-resident graduate students to 2.5
times the tuition for residents. Non-compliance with these suggestions could have resulted in the withholding of $ 1.3 million from the
1993-94 allocation for Clemson.
With the exception of students holding a graduate fellowship or
assistantship, students in the academic common market, students in
graduate school any time before auguust 1993 and part-time students
from North Carolina and Georgia taking courses for recertification,
full-time non-resident graduate students will be grouped together
and will now pay $2,582 per semester.

S.C. Electric and Gas
Co. donates $50,000...
A gift of $ 50,000 has been given by South Carolina Electric and Gas
Company and its employees to the university for its proposed Student
Activities Center.
This conntribution is the first to be given by a corporation and its
employees to the Careeer Center portion,of this student center. In
honor of this donation, the career center's reception area will be
named for SC&&G and its Clemson employees.
The student center is going to be built on east campus and will
consist of a student activity space, student media offices, a career
center, meeting rooms, a commuter student lounge, a computer
laboratory, a bookstore and other additional facilities.
The project is expected to cost $17 million. Financing will come
from student fees, lease payments and auxiliary services revenue.
"SCE&G's investment in our students is a major step toward
enhancing their Clemson experience," said Joy Smith, aassoociate
vice president for Student Affairs.
"While the Student Center will certainly improve the quality of life
for students while they're here, the Career Center and SCE&G's gift
will enhance their lives after they leave Clemson."

CU computer center
names director...
The director and associate director of Clemson University's Center
for Computer Communication Systems have been'named.^
John Spragins, a professor at Clemson since 19880 andfeflow of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, will hold the position
of director.
Also, David Tipper, an assistant professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Clemson, has been named to hold the position of
associate director.

Class of '44 to hold
memorial ceremony...
The project committee for Clemson University's class of 1944 is
searching for classmates or relatives of deceased classmates in order
to honor them in a memorial ceremony being held on Feb. 9 at 2pm
at Mell Hall.
In 1941, the graduating class of 1944 was called overseas to fight
in World War II. In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the
class of '44 a memorial Square at Mell Hall is being established and
funds for a new visitor center are being provided.
"We're missing about 350 guys who entered with us as freshmen,"
said Charles Cheezem, class project chair. "We ask anyone who is a
member of our class or knew one to contact us with information."
If anyone has any information concerning a member of Clemson's
Class of 1944 or family of the deceased members please contact the
Alumni Association, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C 29634. (803)
656-2345.

Plummer to work
in Washington with
Naval Office of the
Oceanographer

by Sean Cook
staff writer
A Clemson student has won a
prestigious Sea Grant to work for
the executive branch of the federal
government.
Jenny L. Plummer, a graduate
student in city and regional planning, won a Knauss Marine Policy
Fellowship for 1993.
She will spend the year working
for the Navy's Office of the Oceanographer, in Washington D.C. where
she will be helping develop further
research between the Navy and the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's Restoration Center,
which repair habitats damaged
through human activity.
Plummer will also assume the
role of congressional liaison, and
will be responsible for keeping track
of legislation affecting the Navy.
According to Plummer, local governments often struggle to comply with
federal regulations.
"When the federal government
makes regulations," she says.
Plummer added, "It often doesn't
seem to understand how these laws
will affect smaller communities. I've
studied the situation from the local
perspective, but now I need experience in Washington so I can understand how the government works."
Plummer is one of only 23 students in the country chosen to participate in the Sea Grant program
this year.

AKEMNDER:
Don't forget your sweetheart
this Valentine's Day!
The Clemson University Bookstore
has a wide variety of gift ideas
to surprise your special someone.

Balloon Bouquets and
Gift Bags as low as $10!
Special Valentine Offers:
^Purchase any $20 stuffed animal
and get 3 FREE helium filled latex balloons.
VPurchase any $30 stufled animal
and get 3 FREE helium filled latex balloons.
VRoses are also available.
Orders will be taken beginning February 1.

Miss South Carolina
to address engineers...

Extended Store hours:

Miss South Carolina has been invited by The Society of Women
Engineers and the College of Engineering to speak at Clemson
University on "Defeating The Southern Belle Myth: the importance of
higher education in technical fields." The presentation will be held on
Feb. 10th at 6:30 pm in the Strom Thurmond Institute Auditorium.

Monday-Friday ....8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday
11 p.m.-5p.m.
Phone: (803) 656-2050.

MH JH.W.W,

We will be happy to deliver balloons, roses, stuffed animals
and candy for a small fee.
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Want to
write for
The Tiger?
Or got a
news
scoop you
don't want
to write?
Call
656-4006
and talk to
Bill or
Daniel.
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CU English instructor
arrested for assault in
downtown altercation
by Bill Zimmerman
interim news editor

'^^^Sfc.^^^^

Believe it or not...

Gina jackson/interim senior staff photographer

This space between Sikes and Brackett Halls, under construction for some time now,
will eventually become Carillion Garden, part of the Campus Green project.

The Tiger holds its weekly
staff meeting Sunday at 8 p.m.
Come by 906 Union and add
us to your resume.

though Armstrong said he had
dropped his charges. Both James
Andreas, English Department Head,
Clemson University visiting in- and Bill D'Andrea, Director of Stustructor David Michael Robertson dent Athlete Enrichment Programs,
was arrested January 16 and charged were of the understanding that
with assault and battery in conjunc- charges had been dropped. Howtion with an altercation with two ever, the case was still pending with
Clemson students downtown early the City of Clemson Municipal Court
at the time this paper went to press,
that morning.
Robertson had apparently with a trial date set for Feb. 10 at 9
stepped into an incident between a.m.
"As far as I knew, that's (the
the two students, Marius Fjeldstad
and William Armstrong, and a wait- dropping of the charges) exactly
what was going to happen," said
ress in Nick's, at 107 Sloan St.
Robertson allegedly produced a D'Andrea, "and that reconciliation
small knife and shoved Armstrong was the main interest of both parinto Fjeldstad, according to the po- ties, and whatever misunderstandlice report. Managers at Nick's then ings they had, they were resolved."
Andreas was of the same impresremoved the alleged victims from
the bar, after which Robertson pur- sion.
"Bill D'Andrea and I have consued the two with the knife. Upon
being approached by Robertson, vened with David and the two stuArmstrong pushed the alleged as- dents involved in this little altercasailant to the ground. A passer-by tion," he said. "They reached a resowho was also an acquaintance of lution to the problem, and the
Robertson removed him from the charges have been dropped."
He added with Robertson having
scene.
As Robertson walked toward Mell his record cleared and all parties
Hall, he was approached by an involved having apologized, there
officer responding to the call. would be no actions taken against
Robertson told the officer he had no him; however, he added if charges
weapon. Upon being searched, the had not been dropped in a situation
knife was found in his coat pocket. such as this, the matter would merit
Robertson was arrested for assault further attention and possible disciand battery, and jailed at the Clem- plinary action.
Robertson did not decline comson Police Department. He was
served with an arrest warrant later ment, and was interested in speaking on his behalf, but was unavailthat day.
Neither Fjeldstad nor Armstrong able at the time this story went to
would comment on the case, al- press.

1993 Elections
Student Body President

Student Body Vice-President

Student Senate
Petitions may be picked up beginning Wednesday, February 3
Petitions due by Friday, February 12 at 4:30 p.m.
♦Elections to take place on Tuesday, March 2,1993
8

Questions? Please call the Student Government office at
656-2195
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Cases of larceny,
vandalism atop
CU police report
by Sean Cook
staff writer
Six incidents of larceny were
reported on campus between Jan.
22 and Feb. 2,.
These incidents including the
theft of camera equipment and
an answering machine from The
Tiger photo office.
Allissa Savage, interim senior
staff photographer for The Tiger,
reported the theft after confirming that the equipment was not
in the possession of members of
The Tiger photo staff.
Missing items include a Nikon
35 mm camera, a 300 mm lens
and a Panasonic answering machine. The total value of the
equipment is $2500, according
to police reports.
Other incidents included the
theft of two hang tags from cars
parked in the Sirrine parking lot,
and the theft of a ski jacket from
the Fike big gym.
Also, there were the thefts of
two student bookbags, the theft
of a student moped and the theft
of a student's clothes from his
room.
Bradley Reed Bowden reported the theft of a Columbia
ski jacket from the Fike Big Gym
Jan. 22.
Keith P. Rockow reported the
theft of his bookbag, a calculator,
a book and a notebook from his
room Jan. 26.
The stolen items were worth a
total of $442.

r

Kimberly Ann Pells reported
the theft of a 1985 Honda Spree
from its parking place in front of
the Thornhill Laundry on Jan. 26.
The estimated value of the moped
is $385.
Carlon Duane Parks reported
the theft of five shirts and a pair
of jeans worth $450 from his
room in Norris Hall.
In other police news, five incidents of vandalism were reported.
Letters and a monument in
the Edgar A. Brown Room of
Cooper Library were damaged
by unknown vandals Jan. 25.
Officer K. D. Lee discovered
the damage during a routine security check.
Other incidents of vandalism
happened to cars parked on campus.
A 1992 Ford belonging to the
university was damaged sometime the night of Jan. 28, after
someone apparently walked
across the top of the car, according to police reports. The roof of
the car will need repairs costing
$200.
Chauncey Deandre Hunt reported $500 damage to his car
while it was parked on Klugh
Ave,Jan. 31.
Evelyn J. Webb reported $ 1500
damage to her car while it was
parked in the E-l Lot, Jan. 31.
Frederick Gillens reported that
someone had scratched his car
with a key, causing $200 damage.

GOLF
Fall/Winter Special
500 $1 Q0(
,
May

Iff Includes Cart'&
iir
iV J ^^
Green^^
Fees. Good
Weekend

Otter may
expire ■
w/o notice
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Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Now you see it, now you don't...
The new lighting outside Tillman Hall brightens up the sidewalk for safer passage around
campus on foot and illuminates the road for this unusually quick shuttle bus.

Zeta Taxi Alpha
Deanna Allen
Kristen Allison
Monica BaileyNancy Bigby
Suzanne Bolding
Marci Bynum
Kimberly Caraway
Jennifer Carnes
Ann Clifford
Holly Dannely
Amy Davis
Virginia Davis
Allison Earlin
Amy Fox
Mary Cameron Galloway

Melissa Hinman
Caroline King
Laurie Kobasa
Lorian Moose
Candace Norton
Jessica Peebles
Anna Plunkett
Kimber Rodgers
Ginny Rye
Paige Statsney
Julie Swicord
Jill Tapper Lora Vestal
Carrie Williams
Bethany Yundt

Kristy Gordon
Wendy Hicks

Congratulations To Our New Initiates
On 100% Initiation

SHONEYS
PRESENTS

(Must Present This Coupon.)
Players must wear shirts with collars

i Oconee Country Club'
882-8037 • Tee Time Required

(Faculty or Students)

CHOICE OF 8 DINNERS FOR
Chicken Fried Chicken
Chicken Tenders
Any Burger (w/Fries)
Baked Fish

Half-O-Pound Dinner
Spaghetti
Charbroiled Chicken
Country Fried Steak

ALL YOU CAT EAT Soup, Salad, and Fruit Bar..
Only $1.19 Extra
Please Present I.D. when ordering
*Not valid with other discounts and offers.
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Sheila Eubanks,
Owner

Lisa Nichols
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Lynn Woodall

Shirley Jones Cooper

HAIR BIZ
654-0627

Darcy Owens

The Salon For Everyone

Melissa Lay

//

(Men, women & children)
400-2 College Ave.
Magnolia Terrace
(across from Astro Theatre)

Stephanie Payne

^gf*'
Dena Recio

Convenient parking
//

Love Your HTRESSA Perm
from the Very First Day
We do Updo's for
Formals, Proms & Parties

Brenda A Dukes

Billy Keith

TRESSA Colourage Shades of Perfection
When You Expect the BEST!

A Member of Tressa's Exclusive Couture Salon Network.

We use and recommend Tressa Professional Products
for predictable results.
Timi Kalchthaler

Jenni Hair

TRESSA
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Campus Bulletin
Announcements
8th Annual Softball Tournament, March 5-7. Entry deadline:
Friday, Feb. 26. Opentoanyteam.
All benefits go to the Anderson
Youth Association. For more
info., contact Jason Dukes, 6534725 or Rob Pilaud, 858-3312.
Who? What? Where? Why?
Amer. Marketing Assoc. welcomes Wallace Computer Services to answer these questions,
and give tips on obtaining an interview with different companies.
Feb. 10inSirrine362at6:45p.m.
Do you have a CRUSH on someone? Let them now. Send them a
CRUSH sponsored by Angel
Flight. On. sale Feb. 8-11.
Settled in your major? Thought
about a career direction? A workshop will be offered Feb. 17 from
3:30 - 5:00 entitles "Planning for
your Career." Please call 6560335 to sign up.
The Group for Theoretical Inquiry is meeting Feb. 8 in Rm.
105 Hardin at 7 p.m. Discussion
of Generation X by Douglas
Copeland. Anyone is welcome to
attend.
Alpha Phi Omega will be
awarding a $ 1000 scholarship this
semeser to a service oriented individual. For info, about obtaining a application, call Robert
Hancock at 653-7517 or Paul
Mosley at 654-3157.
The Unitarian Universalist Student Fellowship will meet Sunday, Feb. 7 at 7p.m. Location: UU
Fellowship of Clemson, 226
PendletonRd. Calljeffreyforinfo.
at 858-4380.
Send your sweetheart a singing valentine! The Clemson
French Club will send your baby
a song of AMOUR in French and
a rose on Valentine's Day. For
reservations or more info., call
Shannon at 653-8782 or David at
653-0400. Lood for our table outside the amphitheater today and
all next week.
The Upstate Great Books Discussion Group will meet on Monday, Feb. 15 in the conference
room of the Seneca Library at
7:30 p.m. Visitors are welcome.
The C.U. Microbiology Society will be taking orders for carnations for Valentine's Day Feb.
8-10 in the Loggia from 12:30 3:30 p.m. The flowers will be
delivered on Friday, Feb. 12. For
further info.,call 858-6264.
The Dept. of Campus Recreation and the Univ. Union are
sponsoring an American Red
Cross Lifeguard Re-Certification
Course for lifeguards whose current certification is nearing expiration. Class will meet on Sunday, Feb. 7 & 14 from 3 - 8 p.m. at
Fike. Registration is being held at
the Union Front Desk through
Feb. 3. For more info., call 6562304.
The Presbyterian Student
Assoc. invites everyone to a meal
and program at 6 p.m. on Sunday
nights. We are located at 401
College Ave. next to the Astro
Theater. Bring a friend and join
us; Call 654-9207.
Signupnowforthe 1993E.I.T.
EXAM on April 17 in 107 Riggs
Hall. Applicationfee is $40 (check
or money order please). To be
eligible, you must be a sr. engineering student, be enrolled in
an ABET-accredited engineering
curriculum at Clemson, and a
candidate for graduation in 1993.
Applications are now available
in the Financial Aid office located
in G01 Sikes for scholarships to
be awarded to undergraduates
during the 1993-94 academic
year. The deadline to apply is

ri
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March 1. To be considered for
need-related scholarships, a financial aid need analysis form should
be submitted at least four weeks
prior to the March 1, deadline to
allow ample time for processing.
Starting Feb. 1 Habitat for Humanity is sponsoring a coin drive.
Help fill up the plexiglass house in
the library, so we can adopt a
house for someone in need. Start
your change collection now and
be a direct part of changing
someone's life!
Friday, March 15 is the last day
to register for the Wellness Challenge. The cost is $35 for previous
clients and $40 for new clients.
Call 656-5479 for info.
Bible study for graduate students every Wed. at 9 p.m. in the
Baptist Student Union building
(across from Bowman field). For
more info., call 654-4101.
Organizational meeting for
floor/street hockey club Tues.,
Feb. 2 at 9 p.m. in Bldg. 1 apt. 1A
Lightsey Bridge Apts. For more
info., contact Jeff at 858-3200 or
Marc at 653-3792.
Love Knows No Gender. The
Lambda Society invites people of
all sexual orientations to participate in social and educational activities and make new friends.
Contact P.O. Box 5795 University
Station, Clemson, S.C. 296325795. Confidentiality assured.
Unsure of your major or career
direction? Then attend a CAREER
PLANNING WORKSHOP on Mon.,
Feb. 8 from 3:30 - 5 p.m. Please
call 656-0335 for info, and signup.

For Sale
Magnavox 21" TV Good condition. $75. Call 882-4321.
89 Kawasaki Ninja 600. White.
Like new. 6500 miles. Helmet and
cover included. $3750 Call 6561362 or 654-9118.
86 Olds Ciera 4DR, V6, auto a/
c, PW, PB, PS. Runs great, clean.
$1850 o.b.o. Call 654-7807.
Diamond ring solitare. 3/8
carat. Excellent condition. Appraisal value $ 1200. Asking $500.
Call 656-1362 or 654-9118.
Yamaha SECA 400 motorcycle.
New rear tire. New front & rear
brakes. Excellent condition. Runs
perfect. 2 helmets. Must see. $850.
Call Jeff 653-8321.
Tiger car for sale. Orange 74
volvo 142.2 DR, good mechanical
condition, $700. Call 654-8939.

$329*Square sequin, cut away armhole dress, peacock blue, size L
$328*Black/red sequin & bead slip
dress, size 6, $350*Black/royal
blue sequin gown w/ tapetta
sleeves, size 15, $155. Reward for
information leading to the recovery of these gowns. Design Studio
654-7630.

Housing
Male roommate needed. $90/
mo., Oakcrest, 1/4 util., free cable
& water. Call George 654-7807.
21 Foy Creek for rent 1st summer session and maybe 2nd session. Just $l60/month + utilities.
Call 654-7225 and ask for Jeff
Morris.
Rm. or Apt. for rent from May August. 1.5 miles from campus.
Cable, furnished, washer/dryer,
a/c, private room. $l4l/mo. Call
Blake at 653-5823.
Crystal Clean Mini Storage for
rent. Just 7 miles from campus.
Come 123 Bypass West to the red
light at Ingles. Turn left. We are a
1/2 mile on the left. We have student discounts with ad. Call 8859815.

Help Wanted
Want a job in the Atlanta area
this summer? Wanted full and part
time lifeguards (training available),
pool managers and swim team
coaches. Call Alii immediately at
653-7886.
GOING TO THE BEACH FOR
SPRING BREAK??? Instead of
spending several hundred dollars,
make several hundred dollars. Play
our new game while on the beach
and we guarantee that you will!!!
Call (803) 653-7943 for details.
$8.00+/hr. Tutors needed to
help students in a variety of subjects, especially math and science.
Hours are based on your availability and the students' needs. Please
contact West at 6564079 day, 6538491 night.
GREEKS & CLUBS: $1,000 an
hour! Each member of your fraternity, sorority, team, club, etc.
pitches in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000 in just a
few days! Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext.
65.
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches,
Swim Instructors, summer positions available in the North Suburban Atlanta area. Certification
classes available. Call SwimAtlanta
Pool Management at 992-7665.

BIKE (Schwinn Traveler III
Sportsbike) for sale. $85. Manfred
654-1806 or 656-3454.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment
program, call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5381.

80 Mazda 626, 5 spd., radio,
new tires. $800 (negotiable). Runs
great-must see! Call 639-0337 evenings.

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble products at
home. Info 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
SC-5158.

81 PontiacTlOOO, 4DRh/back,
auto, air, brand new paint. Runs
and looks great!! Asking $1095.
Call 653-7776.

Lost & Found
Lost: Wedding ring on 1/30/
93. Downtown Clemson or campus. 654-3913.
Missing...Reward: 7 Gowns
were stolen from Design Studio
the week of Jan. 25-30. If you
recognize these gowns or have
information about this...please
contact us as soon as possible.
♦Emerald green pailette slip dress,
size 8, $265* Lipstick red sequin
halter with cut outs, size 12,
196*Black sequin cap-sleeved
dress with fringe, sizel4, $l45*Offshoulder hot pink sequin dress
with hanging beads, size XL,

mmm

CAN YOU MANAGE ON AN
EXTRA $2500? Practical experience for Business/Marketing majors: Manage credit card promotions on campus for a National
Marketing Firm. Hours flexible.
Earn up to $2500/term. Call 1800-950-8472, Ext. 17.
Campus representative needed
by sportswear company to sell to
fraternities and sororities. Average $50 to $100 working one night
per week. Call 1-800-242-8104.
Would you like to earn an additional $2000/month? Is it worth
30 minutes of your time? Call 6543535.

$200-$500 WEEKLY Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright
#SC018150.

a spring DreaK paacage to Daytona
Beach, FL. Call Mon. -Wed. 5-9
p.m. (904) 423-4809.

CRUISESHIP/RESORTS/
ALASKA jobs! $1200-$5000 MO!
Summer! Career! Guide, Cassette,
Newsservice! (916)922-2221 Ext.
25.

Looking for a home mortgage/
refinance? Excellent rate, free consultation, on-campus service. Call
Robert Merritt at 858-3062. Certified Mortgage Consultant.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT
PAY! Taking $nap $hots. Send
S.A.S.E. to HWT, P.O. Box 782,
Clemson, SC 29633.

Florida SPRING BREAK: 7
nights Beachfront $139-159. RESERVE rooms NOW. Call CMI 1800-423-5264.

Earn $500$ 1000 weekly stuffing envelopes. For details RUSH
$1.00 with SASE to: Group Five,
57 Greenville Dr., Suite 307, Dover, DE 19901.

Personals

Great opportunity! Screen
printing shop. Established 11
years. Wholesale/retail with R/C
Hobby Shop. Jack's Ts & R C Hobbies. 813-467-0406, Okeechobee,
Florida 34974.

Miscellaneous
"♦FREE DAYTONA SPRING
BREAK*"Organizeonly 18people
and travel FREE! Stay at the
Howard Johnson's Beachfront
from only $ 149! CALL NOW! Take
aBreakVacations 1-800-328-SAVE.
"'Awesome Spring Break
Trips! Bahamas Cruise 6 days includes 10 Meals, Great Beaches &
Nightlife! $279! Panama City
Beachfront Room With Kitchens
$ 119, Key West Oceanfront Hotel
$249, Daytona Beachfront Room
With Kitchens $149, Cancun
$459, Jamaica $479! Springbreak!
1-800-678-6386.
Looking for partners) to publish biweekly entertainment guide.
Must be willing to invest time,
money and show an ability to
write. Call Sean at 654-3098 for
details. Serious inquires only.
CLEMSON STUDY IN FRANCE:
get 6 credits in FR this summer FR 201 and up. June 30-Aug. 4.
Call Dept. of Lang, at 656-3393 or
Dr. Calvez at 656-3096.
MALE DANCER: sororities,
birthdays, bachelorette parties.
Ladies only! 653-5823. Leave message.
Ski Jackson's Hole during
Spring Break, Mar. 13-20. Resort
condo sleeps 8 adults, full facilities. $1000. 1-227-2004.
Spring Break, Sailing Bahama
on Luxury Yachts. Seven day Island Adventure. All inclusive with
Cabin & Meals, $498 Each, Groups
of 6. l/800-999-SAIL(7245).
Looking for a student or student organization that would like
to earn $100 to $1000 promoting

Scholarships Guaranteed
(800) 666-2137.
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Chad B.: Good luck on your
test today. Thanks for your help
with the cake from hell. I'll try to
get stiff peaks next time. Hope
your evening goes as planned.
Hannah
Gerald: Will you be my valentine? Stacey
Southern Sweetheart: I love
you. Help me get into my birthday
suit this weekend. P.S. June 26
will be here soon. The Happy Fisherman.
AL is in the distinct minority of
people who miss the photo clod.
Julie: Dress warm for
Valentine's Day. It will be a memorable weekend. Robert.
CME: Maybe if you kept your
nose out of other people's business and concentrated on your
own life, you would be in Clemson
right now, instead of Charlotte.
KAH
If you like pina coladas and
getting caught in the rain... in the
dunes at the Cape, then I'm the
love that you look for. Write to me
and escape.
Farmer Zulued! Yeah! Congratulations Farmer and the CU
Rugby Club on a great 40-7 victory
over Western Carolina. Love,
Crash.
The sisters of Chi Omega congratulate Tara Zipporoli and Sally
Morgan on Beta Theta Pi little sister.
Chip: Thanks for my surprise
visit. See you soon. Al
Happy Belated 21st birthday
Julie Hagins! Lightsey 63C.
Mike Jefferson, myformaldate:
I hope all your skies are blue
enough to make a sailor's shirt.
TAIWANESE student friend of
Heidi from Cheyenne have her
callwaltercollect. 1-702-731-1630.
Happy 21st birthday Witte! Tiger staff

Miss South
Carolina
Connie Davis
speaks on
"Defeating the Southern
Belle Myth:
The Importance of Higher Education
in Technical Fields"
Strom Thurmond Institute Aud.
February 10th
6:30 pm
Co-sponsored by: Society of Women Engrs.
and the College of Engineering

■

Tiger Fact
Since 1989, Clemson has produced more AllAmericans in sprints and hurdles than any other
NCAA school. As a result, hurdlers and sprinters coach Mark Block has been invited to coach
at the TAC's Elite Coaching Sprint Seminar.
February 5, 1993
Geoff
Wilson
SPORTS
EDITOR

The amazing
mid-column
topic switch
I hate the Dallas Cowboys.
Right away, you know Sunday night was an
excruciating experience for me. But there was
one inspirational moment in an otherwise
bleak couple of hours.
It happened in the fourth quarter. The Bills
were about to lose their third Super Bowl in
a row and were already down by 35 points.
The game was over.
Leon Lett recovered a Frank Reich fumbled
and started rambling down the sidelines for
an apparent touchdown. But Don Beebe chased
him down and stripped the ball at the oneyard line. The ball went out of the endzone for
a touchback, and Dallas didn't score again.
Beebe had no reason to chase him down.
His team dead in the water for what must have
seemed like an eternity, he summoned up the
strength and speed with an all-out sprint and
last-gasp dive that paid off, even though it
made no difference in the outcome.
Fine, you say, but what does this have to do
with anything? This may be a stretch, but 1
think Beebe and the Tiger men's basketball
team have a bunch in common.
None of the players would admit it, but this
season is in jeopardy of being a washout, in
light of the high expectations for the team
entering ACC play. Now, no fan thinks the
Tigers have a ghost of a chance to get to
postseason play.
Some of those fans have decided that
showing their su pport is a waste of their time,
so they don't show up for games. Others have
decided to stick it out, no matter how rough it
gets. But, unlike the fans, who can come or not
come as they please, the players have to go out
and play every game on the schedule.
The players are talented, and it's not as if
they don't give their best effort every time out.
If you've ever played on a winning team in
competitive sports, you know how tough it is
to go from a winner to a loser, and that's what
most of these players did when they came to
Clemson from high school or junior college.
In other words, the players aren't really
the ones to blame for the way things are going.
They give their all - everything they have to
offer. But thanks to a few people, they don't
have a whole lot at their disposal.
First and foremost is the scheduling. This is
kind of overstating the obvious, so there's no
need to cite facts everyone knows. Suffice it to
say, there are Division II teams who play
better Division I non-conference schedules.
Then there's the coach. I won't dwell on
this point for very long - regardless of what
kind of person he is off the court, Cliff Ellis is
simply not the man to lead the Clemson
basketball program to success on a national
level. Everyone knows it, so there's no debating it.
But that's part of the problem: in saying
everyone, I'm including the brass in the athletic department. Granted, Cliff will probably
be searching for other employment in a couple
of months, but it looks as if the damage has
already been done to the program.
The problem is this: it is apparent from
almost all its actions that the athletic department does not want for there to be a successful basketball program at Clemson, thus possibly upstaging football.
Students are forced to sit in seats where
see CUAD, page 7B
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More Tiger tracksters qualify
for NCAA Championships
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
The Clemson men's and women's track
teams traveled to Johnson City, Tenn., this
past weekend and competed in the USAir
Invitational indoor track meet.
The USAir meet featured teams primarily
from this regional area and showcased fellow
Atlantic Coast Conference members North
Carolina, N.C. State and Florida State.
In this, their third meet of the season,
Michael Green and Duane Ross posted automatic qualifying times for the NCAA Championships in March.
Green, the defending national champion in
the 55 meters, finished second in the meet but
posted his best time of the season at 6.16
seconds. Undefeated sophomore Duane Ross
also secured an automatic qualification with a
time of 7.22 seconds in the 55-meter
high-hurdles.
Three-time Ail-American Kim Graham

posted an NCAA provisional qualifying time in
a second event as she won the 200 meters in
Johnson City with a time of 23.90 seconds.
Graham earlier qualified provisionally for the
55 meters.
A provisional qualification indicates the
athlete has qualified for the NCAA Championships, provided he or she is not beaten out in
a numbers game by other qualifiers. If more
than the allowed number of athletes meet the
provisional qualifications, the bottom qualifiers may be dropped.
Other athletes posting provisional times at
the Johnson City meet include Cormac Finnerty
in the mile (he posted a time of 4:05.30) and,
on the women's side, German distance runners Mareike Ressing and Karen Hartmann in
the 3000 meters.
"In a comparison of last year to this year,
the guys are running a little better than they
were a year ago," said men's Coach Bob
Pollock.
Pollock also indicated that the men had yet

to begin their speed work for the season,
having focused on strength work thus far.
He therefore felt the team would continue
to improve as they prepared for the ACC
Championships two weeks from now. The
ACC Championships will be held in Johnson
City as well.
"It's going to be a very tough ACC championship," said Pollock. "There's no doubt about
it. The two that are probably the most balanced in the conference are probably ourselves and North Carolina."
The Clemson men have won four straight
ACC titles, but Pollock lists Georgia Tech and
Wake Forest along with those the Tigers faced
this weekend as teams with at least a few
outstanding athletes who will make the conference highly competitive.
Both teams travel next to the Illinois Invitational in Champaign. Michael Green will
forego the meets to compete individually in
the Millrose Games in New York and the Mobil
1 Meet in Fairfax, Va.

Conference road losing streak
continues; 'Pack eeks out win
by Edan Ballantinc
staff writer
Everybody's mind was on the Super Bowl
Sunday; everybody, that is, except for the 19
players, coaches and spectators scattered
around Reynolds Coliseum, where the N.C.
State Wolfpack faced the Clemson Tigers.
The matchup between two of the three
ACC cellar-dwellers was arguably the best
game Sunday: there were no trophies at stake,
just a little pride. N.C. State (4-10, 0-6 ACC)
was going for its first ACC win of the year.
Clemson (10-5,1-5 ACC), winless in ACC road
games for almost three years, faced its best
chance to end that streak. Both teams knew
the game wouldn't be decided by the team
that scored the most points, but by whoever
was hungrier.
Clemson was hungry. The Tigers opened
the game on a 9-3 run, including a spectacular
one-hand jam by Andre Bovain off a Devin
Gray miss. However, N.C. State was starving,
as they rolled past Clemson during a 16-2 run.
The shooting clinic opponents often give the
Tigers continued in this game, as Lakista
McCnller drained two three-pointers and gave
the fans a show, as he stole the ball, ran down
the court and powerslammed it.
"(McCuller) just had that confidence thing
going today," N.C. State Coach Les Robinson
remarked. McCuller continued with his hot
hand, nailing another three-pointer and finishing with a career-high 19 points.
However, behind the play of Gray, Chris
Whitney and Bruce Martin, Clemson remained
in the game. Gray had eight points, Whitney
had five and Martin had a surprising eight
points as the half ended with the score: 33-31
in the 'Pack's favor.
As the second half opened, State's Curtis
Marshall nailed two quick three-pointers, as
the Wolfpack quickly built an eight-point lead.
But Whitney came right back, moved up the
court and launched a three that began a 14-3
run that gave Clemson a 45-43 lead with 11:48
remaining. The lead changed six times over
the next three minutes until the 'Pack started
to build their lead. The Tigers wouldn't quit, as
Gray, who finished with 16 points, sent home

a patented DevinDunk that tied the game at 54
with 6:59 left. Sharone Wright, held to seven
points, five rebounds and one blocked shot in
33 minutes, also sent home a powerjam, and
the Tigers looked like they might take the lead
for good.

This day, however, belonged to the Wolfpack. Over the next two minutes, Marshall,
who finished with 18 points, nailed two threepointers and McCuller hit another which widsee STATE, page 5B
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Devin Gray hit for 16 points in a losing effort at Raleigh.
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Fike provides
free fitness for
CU students
by Lee Buford
staff writer
Fitness Fever. It strikes every
spring in the weeks before Spring
Break on college campuses everywhere. Clemson is no exception.
With holiday cheer still hanging
over our belts, we set out to reform
our bodies in a last-minute effort to
look impressive at the beach. And
without even realizing it, most of us
turn to Fike Recreation Center for
help.
Fike is perhaps the most takenfor-granted privilege on campus. In
many aspects, it's more like a refuge
from the often frustrating academic
demands of students and faculty
alike. While not everyone takes a
great interest in the recreation center, or fitness in general for that
matter, it's quite obvious that many
people enjoy the benefits Fike has to
offer.
Students have the opportunity to
participate in many different types
of recreation at any time they choose,
and this accessibility is very important to those with demanding schedules and extracurricular commitments.
"The accessibility is probably the
most important thing we offer," said
James Pope, director of Campus Recreation. "Outside of the formal intramural programs that we offer, we
give the students and faculty an
opportunity to come in and shoot a
basketball, lift weights or join an
aerobic class. We refer to that as
informal recreation."
The ever-increasing number of
participants in these forms of "informal recreation" has led to many
changes at the recreation center. For
example, just five years ago, there
was only one universal free-weight
machine at Fike. Today a student
can choose to work out in any of
three different weight rooms.
Fike, which only employs five
full-time administrators, is operated
primarily by students who have a
strong interest in sports and fitness.
These students work to maintain
equipment, clean facilities and plan
activities. They also attend various
conventions and seminars to learn
more about campus recreation.

"We are very proud of our student workers," Pope said. "We like
to employ students because they can
communicate the needs of their fellow students better than administrators can. It also gives them a chance
to earn a little money with a parttime job."
The biggest responsibility of student workers at Fike is the planning
and administration of the intramural programs. The number of participants in these programs is increasing each semester, and Pope says
Fike has seen a record number of
entries in each team-sport program
offered this year.
Basketball, football, softball and
soccer are some of the more popular
intramural sports, and student workers serve as referees and officials to
provide organization in a competitive atmosphere. While these jobs
are some of the more important
ones, they definitely aren't the most
respected ones.
"Our officials take a lot of flack
sometimes," admits Pope. "It's impossible to make the right call
everytime, but we do train them to
officiate each sport and I think they
do a good job for the most part."
While officiating may seem somewhat unglamorous, many student
workers would argue that, compared
to some jobs they do, it is. Pope says
the recreation department employs
some three-hundred students every
two weeks, most of whom are responsible for the truly unglamorous
jobs such as painting buildings, cleaning bathrooms and washing towels.
Despite the need for such a large
work force, Pope's staff has been
able to operate within its budget
limitations to present students and
faculty with a recreation facility they
can be proud of. Not to mention one
they don't have to pay for.
"I think it's great that, as demands for programs have increased,
we've never had to restrict or cancel
any program we've ever offered
here," Pope said. "In fact we've continued to add new and improved
programs."
However, with heightened interest in health and fitness on campus,
Pope acknowledges changes and
further development in campus rec-

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Junior Branon Ruffin lifts while senior Frank Raymond spots. Fike has two weight rooms,
including one with free weights and one with air-compression weights.
reation are necessary. He points out
that there were only eight-thousand
students at Clemson when Fike was
built, whereas now there are about
eighteen-thousand.
Despite the increase in student
enrollment, Fike maintains its accessibility. The opportunities for exercise and fitness are numerous here,
and for that reason, most students
fail to see how fortunate they are to
have such a place. In Pope's opinion,
this is a good sign.
"The hardest thing you have to
do here is to remember to bring
your ID," Pope said. "If students
don't think about the conveniences
of the recreation center, that means
they probably aren't having many
problems here. That means I'm doing my job."

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Fike also offers a number of aerobics classes each day for fitness-conscious students.
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Weight club to host
S.C. Championships
by Lee Buford
staff writer

penses.
"The fact that we raise our
own money allows us to buy
The sound of iron and steel equipment whenever we need
clanging together echoes through- to," said Lark. "We don't have to
out the room. The music blares buy cheap equipment with money
from the walls. The smell of sweat that is given to us by a particular
fills the air. It's not fun and organization. Therefore, we can
games, nor is it a quick pump-up buy the best equipment."
Undoubtedly, the weight club
before happy hour.
For the serious bodybuilders is the most well-equipped trainand powerlifters, it's an attitude ing facility in Fike, and its memof dedication and strong will. It's bers monitor everyone who
the Clemson Weight Club, and comes through the door to make
sure only official members are
only the strong survive.
Since the early 1970s the Clem- using the equipment. This atmoson Weight Club has provided sphere produces lasting friendserious lifters and competitors ships among weight club memwith a special place to train. Ac- bers.
"I think the biggest advantage
cording to club president Dan
Lark, the Clemson Weight Club of the weight club is the camarawas established by former foot- derie among the members," Lark
ball coach Frank Howard. And said. "Everyone knows each other
like the coach himself, the weight and is always willing to help
someone if they need it."
club is a Clemson legend.
Lark and his officers have
The weight club, formerly located in "The Dungeon" beside worked extremely hard to secure
Fike, was moved inside the recre- the reputation of the club, and
ation center a few years ago so members realize that their efthat administrators at Fike could forts are beneficial to everyone
involved. The weight club will be
help monitor the facility.
"The weight club became so hosting the USPF-S.C. State
popular that we had people com- Powerlifting Championship and
ing from Greenville to work out S.C. State Bench Press Championthere," said James Pope, Director ship on March 27, at Fike. For
of Campus Recreation. "It became Lark and other members of the
a safety hazard so we moved it weight club, hosting the state
inside to make sure only students championships is a symbol of the
club's commitment to the sport.
would have use of the facility."
"It's amazing to think that the
The weight club is one of the
few clubs on campus that is self- state championships will be held
supporting from a financial stands at Clemson University," Lark said.
point. Members must pay dues "We are expecting over one-huneach semester to use the facility, dred competitors and three-hunand these dues are used to pay for dred spectators. It should be a
new equipment and contest ex- great contest."
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by Jonathan Campbell
staff writer
"He's the first one to show up
and the last one to leave practice,"
said Coach Jim Sheridan of diver Joe
Somma. This year is the second time
that Somma has qualified for the
NCAA diving zones in March. Somma
is emerging as one of the top divers
in the conference.
Somma credits assistant coach
Carla Helder, in her first year at
Clemson, as the one who has brought
him to where he is now.
"I am very pleased with her," he
said. "She has helped me tremendously this past year."
At last weekend's meet against
Florida State, Somma proved that he
is in fact a force to be reckoned with
in the ACC. He defeated one of the
top divers in the conference by a
comfortable margin on the threemeter board.
The Tiger swimmers suffered a
tough loss, but Somma agrees they
can take FSU in the ACC champion-
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Tiger diving to top of ACC

ships. Sheridan comments that "Joe's
light has clicked on. He is gaining
confidence that he can win with
every week of work.
"Joe is becoming the crowd favorite."
Somma, a junior from Stamford,
Conn., started out in swimming, but
he found that diving is what he does
best.
"I think my favorite dive is the
twist," said Somma. "This is the one
I perform the best." From his performance, one can see that he has made
the right choice.
Sheridan says of Somma, "He
wants to win and do well." No one
is perfect, though, and to do even
better, Somma says that he still
needs to work on a few things.
"I need to work on my mental
preparation for the big ones," he
said. "I think Helder has helped me
out in that area." The upcoming ACC
and NCAA championships should
test his mental toughness.
Upon graduation, Somma plans
to use his marketing degree. "I would

like to go into advertising or something interesting like that," said
Somma.
When not in the pool, Somma
enjoys playing sports and listening
to music. "1 love listening to all kinds
of music," said Somma.
On the whole, the swim teams
are in a period of transition right
now.
Both the men's and women's
teams are very young. "Joe adds a
dimension to our team, which we
haven't had in while, which is good,"
said Sheridan. The men will only
lose two seniors, but they have 13
freshmen, while the women will
only lose three, and they have 10
freshmen.
Somma and the rest of the team
will try to better their '92 showing at
the ACC championships March 2527 at Chapel Hill. Last year, the men
took fourth place at the meet. Somma,
who is a potential Ail-American, has
enough talent to put in a great
showing at the NCAA and ACC meets
and dive to the top.

"Joe's light has clicked on. He is
gaining confidence that he can
win with every week of work.
Joe is becoming the crowd
favorite."
Jim Sheridan
men's swimming coach

a
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Joe Somma hurtles toward a win against Florida State.

Allissa Savage/senior staff photographer
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ALUMNI
MASTER
TEACHER

On The> Square, in Pendi&ton

646-9238

NOMINATE YOUR FAVORITE PROFESSOR!!!

Dav Un&oa/idujiefi,; tf&t/ve-xtFor rfacfcPrice,
Must Present Coupon

F.N. Wolf & Co., Inc.
Investment Bankers

110 Wall Street, New York, NY 10005
Full Service National Brokerage Firm Will Be
Holding Interviews

Ramada Inn 123/76 By Pass
March 6th 8:00 Am - 4:00 Pm
Seeking Entry Level Positions For
Account Executives

Stockbrokers
All Majors Considered, Full Training.
Please Call For Personal Reservations

The Student Alumni Council each year coordinates the selection of the Master
Teacher Award, presented annually during May Commencement to the outstanding
classroom teacher as nominated by the student body.
The cash award of $1500 and recognition as the year's most outstanding professor
represent the students' appreciation to the faculty and their desire to ensure quality
instruction at Clemson.
The Student Alumni Council encourages each student to nominate a teacher worthy
of such recognition. Nominations must be received by February 12,1993.
Simply complete the following nomination form and mail to the Alumni Center
by Campus Mail.
Thank you for your help in selecting the 1993 Alumni Master Teacher.
NOMINATION FOR 1993 ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER
Complete and drop in Campus Mail Box located in the Campus Post Office or return
to the Alumni Center.
Master Teacher Nominations
c/o Gene Delk
Alumni Center
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5603

For More Information
Sean Kilmartin
Regional Vice President

2709 Water Ridge Parkway Suite 400
Charlotte, N. C. 28217
1-704-357-1122 1-800-428-5494
Member NASD/SIPC EOE

Name of Professor.
Comments

Department.
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Wrestlers fall to 'Heels in ACC opener
by E.J. Geddings
staff writer
Wrestling Coach Gil Sanchez is
optimistic about the teams chances
of winning the ACC tournament for
the first time in Tiger history. Even
though the Tigers are optimistic,
they battled a tough ACC power last
Friday night in North Carolina. The
Tigers entered the match, 9-7-1, on
the season, but left 9-8-1. The match
was back and forth all night, but the
Tarheels pulled out a victory in the
final two matches.
"We are looking forward to the
ACC tournament," Sanchez said. "We
have five to seven guys that are
really wrestling well right now which
will give us a good opportunity to
come away with the ACC championship this season."
North Carolina's Rich Hall beat
Clemson's Scott Engel 2-1 in the
heavyweight class to give the Tar
Heels a 20-18 win over the Tigers.
Engel, who normally wrestles in the
190 lb. class, battled well with Hall.
To begin the match, Sam Henson
pinned North Carolina's Jeff Vasquez
at the 1:40 mark. Henson is currently ranked third in the country in
the 118-lb. weight class. The pin
improves Henson's record to 22-0
for the season, and moves him into
third place in Clemson history for
the most pins in one season with
seven.
Troy Bouzakis, currently ranked
eighth nationally in the 126-lb. class,
wrestled the second match of the
night. Bouzakis encountered UNC's
Jared Ezzell. Bouzakis won the match
on points by a score of 5-4. In the
next match of the evening, Marcus

Pollock suffered a 15-3 defeat by T.J.
Jaworshy. Jarworshy is ranked second in the nation in the 134-lb. class.
Jarworshy improved his record to
22-1, while Pollock fell to 13-5.
Tiger Mike Mammon, who is having a fine season with a record of 193, defeated Josh Miller by a score of
5-3 in the 142-lb. class. In the 150-lb.
class, Mike Miller won a close match
over North Carolina's Mike Chase by
a score of 4-3. Miller won the 1992
ACC Championship while wrestling
in the 158-lb. class. Miller is on his
way to another great showing in the
ACC tournament with a 17-4 record
for the season.
UNC's Marc Taylor defeated Eric
Spadavecchia by a score of 15-9 in
the 158-lb. class, and Stan Banks
defeated Clemson's John Gardner
by the score of 17-9 in the 167-lb.
class. The two victories put North
Carolina back into the match.
Tim Morrissey, wrestling in the
177-lb. class, defeated David
Reynolds by a score of 6-0. Morrissey
is ranked eighth nationally according to the latest NWCA poll. With his
victory over Reynolds, Morrissey
climbed to fourth in Clemson history for the most wins by a 177 pounder.
For the entire match, Clemson
maintained at least a four point lead
over North Carolina until the Tar
Heels' Damos Michelsen pinned
Aaron Strobel at the 5:40 mark. The
pin pulled the Tar Heels to within
one point of the Tigers going into
the final match. In the final ntatch of
the evening, Rick Hall of UNC defeated Scott Engel, 2-1, to preserve
the victory.
The victory improves the Tarheels

Allissa Savage/senior staff photographer

Troy Bouzakis, ranked eighth in the nation at 126 pounds, racked up another win against UNC.
to 7-4 and 2-0 in the ACC, while
Clemson fell to 9-8-1 and 0-1 in the
ACC.
The Tigers will be hoping to
improve their ACC record tonight

*? INVITES YOU
TOOUR
INTEREST MEETING
EDGAR'S
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15,1993
4:30 TO 5:30PM

PIZZA AND DRINKS WILL BE
SERVED!
MWLILWU* i, M-~«~«««»»»»™nri.,.^

when they face Duke in Jervey Gym
at 7 p.m. Tiger fans may have the
chance to see several new faces on
the mat. Andre Humphrey and Thad
Ridgely, two football players, may

compete in tonight's match. According to Sanchez, "I am confident that
they have the ability to wrestle, but
we will have to see how things go
this week at practice."

Cornice
UffclM

All men are not
necessarily scum

To Kill a Mockingbird opens
to disappointing reviews
by Beth Finley
staff writer

Terrell
Johnson
ASST. TIME-OUT
EDITOR
A few weeks ago, one of my professors said
to me that the one quality in which women do
surpass men is in the area of patience. I later
told my roommate about what he had said,
and her response was "Yeah right, patience in
bed." We then proceeded to enter into a full
blown male bashing session.
Now, I will admit that male bashing is a
favorite past time among women. The phrase,
"All men are scum," can be heard all over
campus, but I must say that this general
attitude is not fair. The average male seems to
get a bum rap.
Don't get me wrong; I love a good boyfriend bitch session as much as any female. I
am not retreating from my feminist stance, but
I have to be honest. I think most college guys
are more confused than they are jerks.
Over the last few decades, women's roles
in society have changed rapidly. We have
gone from the kitchen to the board room. A
see AVERAGE MALE, page VI

This
Week's
Reviews

Opening night was Thursday, Jan. 28, for Greenville's
Theatre on the Green production of To Kill A Mockingbird. The house was not
packed, but there were a
fair number of season ticket
holders present for the
event. The play made for a|
pleasant evening with good
props, nice costumes and
well-rehearsed lines. However, what the play lacked was charisma.
For most of the show, the stage is set as
a neighborhood of little houses, all in the
style of the deep South with porches, porch
swings and gray moss. The occupants of
the houses provide the story. There is Miss
Stephanie, a typical town gossip; Mrs.
Dubose, a bitter old woman; Miss Maudie,
the narrator; Atticus Finch, father of Jem
and Scout and defense lawyer for the black
man, Tom Robinson; and Boo Radley, a
man who has not been seen in thirty years
and is the object of much speculation
around town.
If you've ever been exposed to the

Albums
• Dream Theater - images And
Words
• The Mission UK - Masque
• The Sundays - Blind

f

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

story, you know that the plot develops as
slowly as a Southern drawl and this play is
no exception. The story is written from the
perspective of Scout, a young girl growing
up in a Southern town in the mid-1930's
and is centered around the trial of a young
black man accused of raping a white girl.
As the trial proceeds, Scout's feelings toward Atticus, her father, change.
Atticus does not spend much time with
his children, and Scout and Jem are very
disappointed in him because he likes to
read and won't play ball or teach them to
see MOCKINGBIRD, page VI

Movies
• Matinee, starring John Goodman
and Simon Fenton.
• Sniper, starring Tom Berenger
and Billy Zane.
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Spend the day at Oconee Station Falls
by Greg Newton
staff writer
In these tightly budgeted times, it becomes
more and more impossible to take vacations
to places far and away. Fortunately, in the
upstate of South Carolina, we are blessed with
an area rich in history and natural beauty.
There is no other place that combines these
two wonders better than the Oconee Station
and Oconee Station Falls.
Unless you're from the Salem-Tamassee
area, you have probably never heard of Oconee
Station Falls. Traveling from Walhalla on
Highway 11, you take a left at the Picket-Post
community. Exactly 2.3 miles down the road
on your right, you'll see the sign for the state
park called Oconee Station.
About one tenth of a mile down the road on
the left, you'll see a pull-off with telephone
stumps blocking the trail for vehicles. The trail

is not marked so pull off carefully.
which is the oldest structure in Oconee county.
For those of you who enjoy pristine nature Much conjecture exists concerning when the
without strenuous hiking and climbing, the blockhouse was built, but historical research
Oconee Station Falls are for you. The trail is tends to point out 1792 as the date.
well kept, and you can reach the falls after a
This was when the state government had a
leisurely thirty minute walk. It is a sixty foot chain of blockhouses built and manned on the
fall coming off Station ____^^____
frontier due to uneasy
mountain.
between the
The area is rich in history tensions
The underbrush has
Creeks, Chickisaws
not grown up around
and the settlers in
and natural beauty.
the fall, and on either
northern Georgia.
side are appropriate
These posts were
spots for picnicking. During the summer manned by an officer and a troop of about
months, the trees shade the glade making it twelve to twenty soldiers.
cool and pleasant
Interestingly, during this post-revolutionIf you are interested in history, after you ary period, there was little conflict between
have been to the falls, go back up to Oconee the whites and Indians in Oconee and Pickens
Station. Up front you will see a two-story brick counties, but there was trouble in Georgia.
building which was built in 1805 and served
In shades of our modern times, the state
as a trading post for the settlers and the assembly said too much money was being
Cherokee Indians.
spent on frontier protection, and they reBehind the trading post is the block house, quested the federal government take over the

burden of providing troops.
By 1799, the Indian threat was no longer
applicable, and the troops were gone. Although there were still Indian families in the
area and the Cherokees traveled from afar to
trade at the trading post, the last Indian
village on Cane Creek moved in 1798.
The trading post was operated by a William
Richards who did a thriving business in animal pelts, ginseng, tallow, bees wax, and
homespun. After Richards died the property
went through a succession of owners, finally
becoming a state park in 1976.
A caretaker lives in a small house beside
the old trading post. If you have any questions
concerning the history of Oconee Station, or
would like to take a look inside the old fort or
trading post, the caretaker is more than happy
to help.
So, if you want a relaxing day away, head
up Highway 11 and try the soothing sounds of
a cascading waterfall.

New Sundays album Blind a real eye-opener
by Richard Challen
interim Time-Out editor
In an alternative music field cluttered with soulless English imitations, The Sundays are the genuine
article, as rare as a perfectly cut
diamond in a box full of glass trinkets. Their writing is immediate,
their appeal is instant and their
following could be universal-not
bad for a guy and a girl writing a few
simple songs.
The Sundays appeared in 1990
with the captivating Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, an album that
somehow connected them with the
ill-fated British "shoegazing band"
invasion (My Bloody Valentine,
Slowdive, et al). But while many of
their contemporaries buried their
compositions in distortion, effects
and other cheap gimmicks, this
Bristol band displayed a strippeddown sound with a strong focus on
swirling melodies and propulsive
guitars.
Their signature attack is strengthened on the new release, Blind,
which builds on Reading's foundation by incorporating acoustic guitars and vocal harmonies into The
Sundays' mix. The results are often
dramatic: "Life & Soul" benefits from
its dark, minor-key setting, while
"Blood On My Hands" and "Medicine" sound almost threatening
against the lighter tone of the al-

bum. As expected, the lyrics
are first-rate, ambiguous enough
to convey several
meanings but
deep enough to
sustain comprehensive evaluation.
The real secret behind The
Sundays, however, is the voice:
Harriet Wheeler,
a subtle singer
who possesses
far more power
than one would
imagine from her
"little girl" vocal
The
style. Her distinctive melodies
shape and caress
each song, holding back in some
places and soaring recklessly in others.
She carries the buoyant "God
Made Me" and sustains the ending of
"Goodbye" with deceptive ease; especially impressive, however, is the
rapturous cover of "Wild Horses,"
which Wheeler controls from the
onset and takes to levels that Mick
Jagger never imagined.
If there is any shortcoming evident in The Sundays, it may be their
tendency to build on similar tex-

Sundays - Blind
RATING: Atures and rhythms, making certain
songs appear interchangeable. Blind
goes a long way toward experimenting with different feels, if not necessarily different instrumentation.
Still, unlike many other bands,
The Sundays have a trademark sound
that holds up over repeated listening; tracks like "I Feel" and "Love"
more than make up in joyful effervescence what they lack in complexity. If eerily beautiful, hypnotic music counts for anything, Blind could
be the surprise hit of 1993-

David Gavurin and Harriet Wheeler lead The Sundays.

Thriller Matinee opens Sniper gets so-so reviews
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Directed by Joe Dante (The Howling and
the Gremlin movies), Matinee is a film that
harks back to the horror movie gimmicks of
the 60's that stemmed from the country's
escalating fear at that time of the atomic bomb
and its aftereffects. The film takes place in Key
West, Fla. during the Cuban missile crisis,
when Lawrence Woolsey (John Goodman), a
character based on real B-movie maker, William Castle, previews his latest movie extravaganza, Mant, about a monster who's half man,
half ant. Simon Fenton plays the part of Gene,
a horror film buff who looks forward to the
upcoming bug movie but at the same time
must deal with the knowledge that his military
father is on the front lines of the impending
war between the U.S. and Cuba.
Although in Matinee the fictional ant-man
movie turns out to be a perfect send-up of
those creature features of yesteryear, the rest
of the film, which is from the point of view of
the Key West teenagers, doesn't become much
more than a Wonder Years without the narrative. If not for Charlie Haas' wonderful script,
which allows for many of the later events to
create a film within a film effect, the movie
could have easily lost much of its entertainment value. The parallelism between the sto-

ries involving the whole film scenario and the
events surrounding the kids of Key West is
what truly gives this movie a more coherent
story, as well as a better focus for the audience.
Because this film pays homage to those
cheesy monster movies of the past, it was only
fair that Dante show the reasoning behind the
making of such films, and why people pay to
see them. This idea soon becomes a prominent theme throughout, because it's a wellknown fact that people love to be scared; if a
filmmaker can tap into the fears of a nation,
then people will be curious enough to seek out
such types of shocking entertainment. The
only fault with the picture seems to be with
the scenes involving Gene and his teenage
friends who are not engaging enough to carry
the whole movie, but are interesting enough
to at least keep our attention span though
some of the more extraneous scenes.
Overall, John Goodman's charismatic and
heartfelt turn as Woolsey, the Castle clone
schlock-meister of 60's B-movies and Dante's
perfectly done parody of those same types of
monster pictures is enough to make Matinee
% fun movie to watch. Especially if you're a fan
of those low-budget films that usually bring
out the scared kid in all of us.
RATING: B

by Chris Moore
staffwriter

The main fault comes from the less
than believable interaction between
Berenger's and Zane's characters. Due to
some bad dialogue as well as some underdeveloped character motivation, there
seems to be an ever-widening hole in the
credibility. This emanates from the underlying theme that insanity can result from
viewing a death through the telescopic
sight of a rifle.
In fact, many of the conversations in
the film deal with this topic and seem to be
thrown in there to prove the message that
killing can drive you nuts. Unfortunately,
they come off as extremely over-expressive in many of the jungle scenes, where it
would seem talking in such situations
could easily get them killed.
In the end, Sniper is a film that aims
right, but ends up shooting itself in the
foot. There are some wonderfully scripted
scenes where Berenger uses some tricky
tactics that would have made both Mambo
and Macgyver proud.
Even so, these scenes are not enough to
overpower the lack in character motivation and focus that would have allowed
the director leeway to make this a better
thought-provoking action flick than it
turned out to be.

The movie Sniper stars Tom Berenger as
a Marine sergeant whose specialty is killing
off Panamanian druglords at the drop of a
hat. Billy Zane (Dead Calm) plays his newly
appointed partner, a civilian Olympic marksman, who isn't too thrilled about his assignment with Berenger's character and doesn't
exactly like getting his hands dirty in the
process.
Together, these two become a jungle
mercenary version of your run-of-the-mill
young rookie and his experienced veteran
of a partner.
From the very beginning, it was clear to
me that the one attribute that would stand
up above all the others would have to be the
wonderfully done cinematography involving gunfire in the film.
The visual cornucopia of shots and angles,
where bullets are shown in slow motion
cutting through air past and towards the
camera, are breathtaking to watch.
It was especially interesting to see several of the scenes where the point of view is
from the bullet as it zeros in on its target of
prey. But once the movie leaves these particularly entrancing sequences, the film
loses its overall attraction.
RATING: C-
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Mission UK strips away The generic
the Masque of religion horoscope
by Matilda & Hester
staff astrologers

by Sean Cook
staff writer
The Mission UK is a widely
ignored group that displays moodiness in the madness of their melodies, especially in the case of their
latest album, 1992's Masque.
The group made a huge splash
on the alternative scene with
1990's Carved in Sand, which
grappled with themes such as
sexual abuse ("Amelia"), the plight
of the small farmer ("The Grapes
of Wrath") and living in a personal hell ("Deliverance").
Masque explores somewhat
deeper themes, especially the
sticky subject of religion! "Even
You May Shine" confronts the
promises of evangelists: "He
preaches revelation, chapter and
verse/ And all dead swine grow
up a sacred cow/ Too many Christ's
and never enough crosses/ Who
shall we crucify now?/ Cease to exist, just
come and say you love me/ Shine on."
"From One Jesus To Another" takes a
similar position on the subject. At one point,
the song says, "I don't need no religion or
faith/1 don't need no collusion/1 don't need
no spiritual healing/ I don't need no selfdelusion/ And Jesus walks on water/ Does he
ever walk on air?/ I'm getting lost again
mummy, scared again, daddy/ And the beauty
of it all is I no longer care."

The Mission UK - Masque
RATING: A
The cynical, dark brooding of the Mission
UK left me longing for this album since I first
heard Carved in Sand. The music is at once
introspective and outwardly directed, dark
and mesmerizing, angry and hopeful. Organized religion plays a crucial role throughout
the disc and eventually ties into the album
title.
The Mission delves into the art of music,
showing the nature of the men behind the
Masque. This album is a masterpiece.

Aquarius 0an. 20 - Feb. 18) Look forward to a great week! The stars are perfectly
alinged with the moon so everything in your
life will be in balance, including your checkbook.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)The waxing
and waning of the moon this week may
cause sone major confusion in your love
life. The highs and lows of the tides may be
a reflection of your loved one's moods. Try
to go with the flow as much as possible.
Things will realign soon enough.
Aries (Mar, 21 - Apr. 19) Jupiter is in the
fifth house this week so take care of yourself. Take extra precautions and plenty of
vitamins. Keep yourself in good shape by
sticking to or starting an exercise routine.
You'll be thankful later.
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20) Your bullish
attitude might get you in trouble this week.
Hold your tongue if you can. Otherwise,you
may find yourself all alone.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20) The twins will
shine this week both in and out of the
classroom and also in the bedroom, Just be
sure to keep up with your studies because
you might just fall behind when you least
expect it in either category.
Cancer Qune 21 -July 22) Neptune is
feeling a little wishy-washy this week. So try
to keep a handle on your emotions, or:someone might rattle your cage. Sensitivity
is good, but only in small doses; Don't take
what others say too seriously.
Leo 0uly 23 - Aug. 22) We know you like
to be in control of everything and everyone

HOROSCOPE

around you, but
try not to be too
pushy this week.
You might just
find yourself a
leader with no followers.
Virgo (Aug. 2 3
- Sept 22) Venus
is strong this week, and so are yon. Accept
any and all challenges that come your way.
You are almost invincible, so go for the
gusto in everything you do.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) Something
wonderfully romantic will happen to you
this week and just in time for Valentine's
Day, Wear something racier than usually,
and be sure to spray a little extra perfume
in those not-so-forgotten places!
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) Family ties
have been weak recently, but they will
strengthen under the half moon this week.
Arguments with siblings are mirrored in
the battle between Mercury and Mars, so
swallow your pride and admit you are
wrong.
Sagittarius (Nov; 22 - Dec. 21) >No
matter if there's rain or shine, a Sagittarius
loves to be outdoors, Go with those herbal
urges and spend some quality time with
Mother Nature.Take a trek up to the mountains and breathe in some cool mountain

CAN

air.
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Capricorn (Dec, 22 - Jan. 19)
TestslTests'Tests! That's all you should be
focused on this coming week. Buckle down
and hit the books. Your academic performance this week sets the stage for the rest
of the semester. And no cheating!

Rarefaction plays Edgar's
by Sean Cook
staff writer
Last Saturday, some lucky Clemson students got a free treat-a look
at Rarefaction, a group*which will
undoubtably be a standard on the
Clemson scene in the years to come.
The band stunned the crowd at
Edgar's with an electric set that
included covers by the Hoodoo Gurus, the Pretenders and R.E.M, as
Rarefaction (L,R): Jonathan Roberts, Michael Walters, Walker well as some of their own Rarefaction originals.

Meadows and Neal Cannon.

CLEMSON STUDENTS
GOING TO THE BEACH FOR SPRING BREAK???
[nstead of spending several hundred dollars, make several
hundred dollars. Play our new game while on the beach
and we guarantee that you will!!!!!!!!!
CALL: (803)653-7943 for details

CO£t£C£
PLACE MALL
COLLEGE
AVE.
CLEMSON
S.C.

The set was an energetic, get-upand-dance selection of songs, which
set me drunkenly dancing about
with my jaw dropped in wonder.
This band belongs in a bigger
club, playing to a bigger audience,
I thought. The crowd was agape at
the mastery of the playing and vocals, and the group really showed
they knew how to work a crowd.
They may have played for free
last Saturday, but you won't be able
to see them free for long. These guys
are going places soon.

Jonathan Roberts leads the group
with vocals and guitar, backed by
Walker Meadows on vocals and guitar, Michael Walters on drums and
Neal Cannon on bass.
The group released a cassette,
Causefor Reflection, in 1990, which
was produced by Glenn Canncn of
Alternative Beat Productions. Cannon now owns the Music Scene on
Highway 93 across from Bi-Lo.
Rarefaction will be bringing their
sound back to Clemson on March 6
with a show at the Esso Club.

GREAT DINING
PRIME RIB • STEAKS
SANDWICHES
SEAFOODS
COCKTAILS & APPETIZERS ON THE DECK

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

654-6982

OPPORTUNITY!

OPEN — MON-SAT. 11AM-UNT1L

Make the transition into the business world selling
yellow page advertising for your campus telephone
directory or for other campus directories nationwide.

MONEY!
Earn an average of $4,000 for the 11-week sales period
with an unlimited opportunity for a profitablesummer.

EXPERIENCE!
Gain valuable experience in sales, advertising, merketing
and public relations.

TRAINING!

The Nation's
Largest Publisher
Travel to Chapel hill, NC for a five-day expense-paid
of Campus Telephone
sales training program. Train with 250 other college
Directories
students from across the country.
100 Europa Drive
Suite 330
Interviewing on campus:
P.O. Box 8830
Chapel HiU,NC 27514
Friday, February 5
1-919-964-0225
Career
Center - Johnstone Hall
1-800-743-5556

Dinner Special:
Monday Night: Snow Crab Legs

10.95 (all you can eat)

Tuesday Night: Prime Rib
9.50
Monday thru Friday
Happy Hour On The Porch From 5 pm - 7pm
Bar Brands 2.75 Draft 1.00 Jumbo Boiled Shrimp 300 ea.
Located Next To Astro Theater on College Ave.

Dream Theater's cold Images
needed to support their overblown
ideas, the overall quality of Images
And Words might just give it a
fighting chance of breaking into the
Dream Theater is one of those mainstream.
Part of the album's appeal is due
bands that shouldn't be around anymore. In a year of minimal produc- to its familiarity; the group borrows
tion and stripped-down earth grunge, so much from so many artists
this five-man outfit boasts a grandi- (Queensryche, King Crimson,
ose, symphonic sound as much clas- Metallica, Rush) that the ensuing
sical as metal. Their new Atco re- result almost sounds original. James
lease, Images And Words, unabash- LaBrie's orchestral wail, John
edly pledges allegiance to an era Petrucci's guitar flash and Kevin
that began when Floyd hit #1 with Moore's melodramatic lyrics, all baDark Side Of The Moon and ended sic metal components, end up wowhen Yes hit #1 with "Owner Of A ven into a seamless whole. A song
Lonely Heart"-the age of art rock. like "Pull Me Under" works, not
Truth be told, Dream Theater is because of the individual moods,
probably much closer in spirit to but because of the effortless way the
"new metal" bands like Savatage band shifts from one style to anand Bonham, groups that rely on other.
spacious keyboards, ten-minute comFour of the eight songs on Impositions and album-length concepts. ages And Words last eight minutes
But while those acts lack the talent or more, but Dream Theater uses the
extra time to their
advantage with
extended instrumental passages
that recall early
Yes and the crimin a II y
underappreciated
thrash act Voivod.
The album-closing "Learning To
Live" is ponderous (not even a
good song needs
to go on for
eleven and a half
minutes), but
"Take The Time"
and "Under A
Glass Moon" have
their moments,
Dream Theater - Images And Words
while
"Surrounded" manRATING: B
ages
to
by Richard Challen
interim Time-Out editor
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metamorphosize from a brooding
ballad into a surprisingly catchy pop
rocker. Especially impressive is "Metropolis-Part I," a sweeping epic
that careens from fusion to thrash
and back again with the precision of
a military battalion.
Ultimately, Dream Theater suffers from a common ailment of most
art rock bands: their music, though
technically proficient and masterfully rendered, sounds cold and lacks
any true feeling. Only on the tender
"Another Day" does the band achieve
warmth, courtesy of that most rocking instrument, a soprano sax. Ultimately, one emotional solo is more
powerful than anything else on Images And Words. Until they learn
how to sustain that feeling for an
entire album, Dream Theater will be
nothing more than notes and sounds.

A^RENTS

■RENTTO-OWN

-ALLTHE COMFORTS OF HOME

Sofas • Beds •
Computers
VCRs -TVs •
Camcorders

646-5705
Hwy 76 Pendleton

PASTA HOUSE IS NOW HIRING. APPLY IN PERSON

This Weefe "Crazy Chinaman Question...
O.K. Let's have some fun and build your brain power at the same time. We're gonna start putting some really
your next visit and if you'rt

• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
• Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
• Dinner Monday -Saturday at 5p.m.

torn
itMEm
• Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
• Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
• Romantic Italian Atmosphere
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List

2318811

[([ Italian Cuisine, Steak,& Seafood JJ
4126 Clemson Blvd. In Anderson. Next To Holiday Spa

An invitation...

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
•
•
•
•
•
•
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is extended to allClemson University
students to attend the
Calhoun Society's Annual
Valentine 's Semi-format (Dance
to be held:

Free pregnancy test
Free one-on-one counseling
24 Hour Hotline
Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
Strictly confidential
Close - Downtown Seneca

Saturday, February 13
Holmes 'Ballroom, Clemson House
8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Admission fee is $8 per person
and $15 per couple in advance or
$10 per person at the door.
for tickets, please come By 320 'Brackett,
or phone 656-4762.

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, S.C. 29678

Army Surplus Headquarters
Barrett Hardware
803 E. Main St.
Westminster, S.C. 29693
803-647-6096
Commando Sweaters
IVIountain Sweaters
Ivloleskin Pants & Shorts German Great Coats
German P Coats
Used Fatigues
IMato Field Jackets
Used. German Fatigues
E. German Coats
Riding Pants
Field Jackets
Greek Battle Jackets
Used Boots
Survival Vest
Riding Boots
Paratroop Boots
Canteens
Packs
Russian Belts
MRE's
Flak Vest
Russian Fur Flats
Day Packs
Alice Packs

^TO"~ ■^'-'--■■^-•ssssss
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CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK
TRIP TO

\

'l*

MIAMI
HURRICANE DISASTER RELIEF /
MARCH 13-21 (CU SPRING IfREAK) |

FIRST INFORMATION V_
MEETING N_ s~

MONDAYFEB.gr
7:00PM
209 SLOAN ST.
OPEN TO STUDENTS OF
ALL FAITH TRADITIONS
For Info Call Lynn at 654-7804/654-1757
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i

-_l

_f
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Bitch of the Week
by Karin Farley
staff writer
Bad hair days. We all have them, and
we all hate them. On these miserable
days, people have been known to struggle
with and attempt to manipulate bangs, to
part and re-part hair in order to avoid
those terrible cowlicks, and sometimes in
the most desperate of times resort to the
hidden jar of Dippety-Do - all of which
are pointless and ineffective tactics used
to combat B.H. days.
Denial is one of the first stages of a bad
hair day. Of course, because we as a
society are vain, the denial stage doesn't
usually last very long. The ego always
forces us to own up to the fact that,
although we hate to admit it and would
do anything to avoid it, we all know deep
down inside when our hair looks retarded.
Why is it that hair just simply refuses,
on the inevitable BHD, to cooperate with
our simple wishes and directions? I personally know several people who try to
spray, brush, re-spray, tug, twist, tie up,
reason with and even go so far as to start
the whole battle with their hair over
again by rewashing! All of this is in the
simple hope of remedying the damages of
a BHD.
Women, as we all know, aren't the
only ones out there who suffer through
an occasional bad hair day. I know many
a guy out there who tries to play off their
BHD symptoms by throwing a hat on. The
baseball hat is in fact one of the saviors to
both men and women everywhere who
are forced to deal with bad hair days.
Women are especially lucky that baseball
hats are trendy now, but don't think that
you are fooling anyone by simply wearing a hat. A baseball cap, worn by either

a male or a female, is a dead giveaway to a bad
hair day sufferer. Don't worry, though; we all
go through it every once in a while!
One of the things we've all got to realize is
that there really is no cure for a BHD. No
matter how hard roommates and friends try
to comfort the unlucky victim, kind senti*
ments and consolations never really do any
good. I guess all we can do is accessorize and
hope for the best!
Here are Christy Neill's views on the unfortunate bad hair day.

GKR«.

reason why he flunked his exams.
Bad hair days are responsible for a lot of
misfortune. They are also the cause of a lot
of psychological problems. In middle school
I had a perpetual BHD-for three years! I
was the butt of many a joke and a lot of
teasing. Of course, after a couple of years of
therapy and the right stylist, I have adjusted back into society nicely.
We all need to realize and accept that
bad hair days are a part of life. I have
learned to cope, but poor Chelsea Clinton!
Will she survive her continuous BHD under
the scrutiny of the press and all of America,
or will Bill write an executive order lifting
the ban on bad hair days? Maybe he'll just
appoint his mother, since Hillary already
has a job, as National Chairwoman for the
Hair Disabled. What will become of poor
Chelsea? Maybe she'll grow up and travel
around the country speaking about the
trials and tribulations,of living with bad
hair. In the meantime, keep a lookout for
what they'll do with Chelsea's hair next.
Come on, Bill, fork out the bucks-the
child's hair is out of control!
Christy Neill

Dear Bitch of the Week,
It's amazing how a bad hair day can dramatically affect your life. The damages caused
by a bad hair day can last anywhere from
several minutes to several years. Take, for
example, my friend from Massachusetts. He
happens to be a hat man. I know he's having
a BHD when he wears his hat. Then there's my
friend in Nashville who says, "Remember my
bad hair day back in June?" That was obviously a dark day in her past. She swears that
her boyfriend dumped her because of it. My
friend couldn't find his hat (he must be the
only guy in the world with only one hat)
during exam week, and of course, that's the

I think Christy may be on to something.
Maybe we could declare an actual National
Bad Hair Day, so that we could all go
outside and overcome the shame we feel
on a BHD. It's something to think about.
Don't forget, we are still waiting in
eager anticipation to hear from all of you
loyal readers out there. God knows there
has got to be something to bitch about!
Write your thoughts on this or any
other issue to: Bitch of the Week, c/o The
Tiger, P.O. Box 2097. Selected letters will
appear weekly with staff articles. The
Tiger reserves the right to editfor clarity
and space.

The WSBF
Top 20
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vanilla Trainwreck
Wally Pleasant
The Residents
Deep South
Compilation
5. Sleestaks
6. one3four
7. Pavement

8. King Missile
9. Ned's Atomic Dustbin
10. Tori Amos

11. The Trouble With
Larry
12. Sloan
13. Bleach
14. Shudder To Think
15. Superchunk
16. Sugar
17. Redneck Grease
Deluxe
18.Nofx
19. Quicksand
20. The Dwarves

THIS WEEKEND ATH THE Y THEATER
PLAYING THUR., FRI., & SAT.

SUNDAY FREE FLICK

COMING
SOON
FEB. 11-13

He's an ex-cop
With a bad mouth,
A bad fittitude,
An*«3B»d ,-"-

FEB. 14
THE BREAKFAST
CLUB
FEB. 18-20

■""""'For the terrorists
on Ht§ht 163..
He's very bad news.

Wesley Snipes
WARNEFI BROS, presents
a tEE RICH prariuciUHi a KEVIN HBDKS film WESLEY SNIPES "PASSENGER 57"
■EPAI IDMM1 iiMMAimAI ca produce? flQBERI J ANDERSDN
train producer JflHAIHAN HUG sin if STEWART Ifllll ariti [IAN GOFIGf
II hi DAM TOM and DAK GORDON pitted hi IEE Rift DAI PAD! ail DYLAN SEllS
liretltihilllHDlIS ■*

SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

ADMISSION IS
ONLY $1

Ca.ddysha.ck
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

THE LAST
OF THE

MOHICANS
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Mockingbird lacks charisma
continued from I
teach them to shoot their air rifles.
Scout becomes even more upset when the
townspeople start harassing him because
he is defending a black man. Atticus is a
very dispassionate man and his character is
portrayed quite well; the part was played
with as little emotion as the character
himself displays.
Scout is full of energy. She is quite a
little tomboy as she roams all over the
. stage, smacking her gum and threatening
to beat up anyone who talks bad about
Atticus. Throughout most of the play, however, Scout does not understand what is
going on. As she watches the trial from the
balcony, her pride in her father grows and
it seems that her understanding of the
trial's impact on her town and her life is
expanding. But, in the last scene, only
Scout's appearance (she changes into a
dress) symbolizes the change that has
taken place within.
A nice effort was put in by the supporting cast, but this was not enough to make
up for the overall lack of excitement running through the entire event. To Kill A
Mockingbird makes for a nice evening out
only if you are in the mood for something
that will not provoke your thoughts or
prey on your emotions.

MlElUtUl^OMKislUife^

Choice *
COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK»COUNTRY»JAZZ*SOUL»CLASSICAL

4

a Full Selection of New CDs and
■
Over 2500 Used CDs

•T-Shirts
•Posters
•Guitar Strings
•Imported CDs
•Magazines
•Gift Certificates II
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

654-4041

Average male gets bum rap |
continued from I
lot has been accomplished, and
even more stands to be gained.
Attitudes and gender roles have
changed so rapidly that it is often
hard to keep up, let alone remain
"politically correct."
Unfortunately, I think that while
many women have a clear cut view
of what they want from their jobs or
their professors, they are extremely
confused about how they want to be
perceived by others.
I know I'm clueless. I want to be
respected for my achievements as a
student, but I still wish for people to
like me. I seek acceptance from the
very people with whom I have competed. I want to be considered
tough but understanding, strong yet
interesting.
If women are unsure of what
they want from their colleagues,

they are even more confused about
what they want from their relationships.
I see many of my friends giving
off mixed signals to their boyfriends.
They want someone sensitive but
not a wimp, someone strong but not
overbearing, someone romantic but
not whipped. In other words, these
ladies want a man who is absolutely
perfect.
Their boyfriends are left in the
dust. When these guys try to be
caring, their girlfriends say they have
no backbone. When they act strong
and masculine, their lovers call them
male chauvinists.
Whenever I talk to my male
friends, their main question seems
to be, "What does my girlfriend
want from me?" The only answer to
that question is that she probably
does not know either.
Attitudes toward women have

changed so much in the past few
years. We have so many more
opportunities than ever before that
it is even hard for us as women to
keep up.
If we are confused about where
we are headed, it is even more
difficult for men to understand how
we have changed and what we expect from relationships.
I feel that we should cut the guys
some slack. Male bashing, while fun
at times, is not fair and only serves
to perpetuate the myth that men are
impossible to deal with. We must
learn to bridge the gap between the
sexes.
It is not right to stereotype people
by gender any more than it is right
to judge people by their race or
religion. We all, myself included,
need to look beyond the surface
and base our views of others only on
who they are, not how they appear.

0VER 250 USED CDs for

°
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National Condom Day
Will Be Observed

Friday, February 12
In the Loggia:
•Play Games
•Free Information
•Free Condoms
•For Sale:
Condom Keychains,
Roses and Wallets
•From 10am to 2 pm

In Edgar's:
•Brown Bag Lunch
& Discussion:
"Condoms & Clemson"
•Froml2 to 1pm
Sponsored by the Peer Health Educators—"Just Say Know"

1SAB
IPTAY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD #1

Did You Know...
With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.

9

HERFFJONES

ORDER YOUR GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CAPS AND
GOWNS ON
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Feb. 10, 11, and 12
9:00 - 4:30 at Clemson Bookstore

^u^jjjWWJL"***™*^^
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IPTAY donations make it possible
for Clemson to be one of the few
schools in the nation able to
provide the maximum number of
scholarship allowed by the NCAA
in all of its 18 varsity sports.

Bill
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Earn big money by
writing screenplays
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Have you ever wanted to write a script for
a major motion picture? Well, here's your
chance, because applications for the 1993 Don
and Gee Nicholl Fellowships in Screenwriting
are now available for amateur writers of all
ages.
In order to be considered , writers must
submit an original English-language screenplay of 100 to 130 pages in length. There is
an entry fee of $25 and an application form
can be obtained by sending a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Nichol Fellowships, Academy Foundation, Dept. H, 8949 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, CA 90211-1972.
The deadline for submissions is May lr
1993, and winners will be announced in
October. Up to five fellowships of $25,000
each will be awarded.
Last year, the competition attracted 3,514
entries from 48 states, Washington, D.C., and
13 foreign countries. Academy members who
have served as judges of the Nicholl Fellow-
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Ask your Psychotic Friend
by Looney Louie
staffpsychotic

ships include: Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., Jack
Lemmon, Frank Mancuso, John McTiernan,
Eva Marie Saint, Robert E. Wise, Louise Fletcher,
as well as other prominent figures in Hollywood.
Established by the Academy Foundation of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in 1985, the fellowships are made
possible by a grant from Mrs. Gee Nicholl.
Fellowship recipients are expected to complete a feature screenplay during their fellowship year.
Of the 25 Nicholl Fellows who have completed their fellowship years, two have written and directed feature films: Allison Anders(a
1986 fellow), Gas Food Lodging; and Radha
Bharadwaj(a 1989 fellow), Closet Land. Several others have sold, optioned, or been hired
to write scripts.
Last years winners were: Robert N. Cohen
{The Good Ole Boy), Susannah Grant {Island
Girl), Andrew W. Marlowe {The Lehigh Pirates), Terri Edda Miller {Bedwarmer), and
Michelle Wollmers {Infidels). Both Grant and
Marlowe were students when they wrote their
screenplays.

Tiger readers will notice that Psychotic
Friends is a new feature in the Time-Out
Section. It is an advice column with a twist-all
advice comes from Looney Louie, our own
certified undifferentiated schizophrenic. For
those i'l you who do not know, an undifferentiated schizophrenic is a schizophrenic who
displays many different, patterns typical of
schizophrenia, but does not display symptoms
typical of any one type of schizophrenia. More
on that later.... Now, let's get to this week's
Dear Looney Louie,
My girlfriend and 1 have been dating for
three months, and we haven't had sex yet. 1
am womii ri ■:.;. .■ iietlier she is attracted to me
or not. I'm afraid I will lose her. What should
1 do?
Signed. Lovelorn.

Dear Lovelorn,
Your girlfriend shows all the signs of
seeing a Satanic cheese broker from nearby
Newry. Follow her to his house next week and
take a chainsaw and a 9 mm with you. Then
stake out his house for a day or two. When
you're sure no one will catch you, cut the
telephone line, sneak into the house and hurst
into a bluegrass version of Mozart's Requiem.
Then shoot his television and hack all the
Swiss and mozzarclla in his refrigerator into
small chunks and stick it in your ears while
singing the theme to Gilttgan 's Island
Then go home, kick back, and watch reruns
:
of Matt Houston on your toaster? reflective
surface. After all, you deserve a break alter all
-that hard work.. .
■Alfyou have a question for looney Louie,
tittle to Psychotic Friends, c/o Tiie Tiger,
P.O. Box2097.

You think it's easy
filling up all this space?
•••

Call Rich at 656-0986.
He'll tell you about it.

Witte Cottingham/interim head photographer

Be careful laying out-you never know who might be taking your picture.

110-2 Calhoun Street
Clemson, SC 29631

654-8600
WE WILL BE OPEN SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 14,1993
12 NOON - 5:00 PM

*> VALENTINE COOKIE BOUQUET *>
6 ^-Shaped Personalized and Decorated Sugar Cookies
in an Original Clay Pot - Complete with "Dirt (Oreo)
Crumbs." Personalize with Your Own Original
Message. A Unique Valentine's Gift That's Not Only
Practical, But Edible!

$9.99

-SHAPED CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE *»
Decorated and Personalized
With a Valentine's Mylar Balloon $13.50

^ COOKIE 'N MUG *»
Giant Chocolate Chip Cookie on a Stem
$6.99 • With a Valentine's Mylar Balloon $10.50

$19.99 • With Valentine's mylar Balloon-$23.50
*» I LOVE YOU "BEARY" MUCH *>

*» -Shaped Cupcakes $7.99/Doz. *>

Gift Basket Includes:
** Valentine's Mug with a Cute Bear Tucked Inside
V One Dozen Red Sprinkled ^-Shaped Sugar Cookies or
** One Dozen Red Sprinkled Chocolate Chip Cookies
^ Assorted Valentine's Candy
All Attractively Gift Packaged in a Bright Red Basket
Trimmed in Lace

Decorated and Personalized! (Great Treat for
Kids of All Ages!) White Cake Only, Please!

* -Shaped Sugar Cookies $3.99/Doz. *
With Red Sugar (Order Early,
These Go Quickly!)

$19.99 • With Valentine's mylar Balloon-$23.50
^ ONE DOZEN LONG-STEMMED CHOCOLATE CHIP OR **

r

^-Shaped Sugar Cookies
Boxed Like Live Roses, Only Edible!
$16.99

——

$
i $ooo
2 Delivery With All Orders Placed by
Monday, February 8. Reg. Delivery Charge
$5.00 - Save by Ordering Today!

¥ Planning A Valentine's Wedding? ¥
Plan Ahead and Call Today!
1

■ MMM Mm ■ BOB Ml MB MM DBB MM MMM MM MMM MMM MMM MM MM MMM MMM

Free Wedding Cake Delivery
With All Orders Placed by
Monday, February 8,1992

ymmumuMm
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Do you know The Pathfinders?
Black America is what it is today largely because of
the work of a handful of pathfinders who transcended
time by opening new paths and creating new ways of
seeing, saying and doing.
These public benefactors, black and white, opened
locked doors, created new movements, said new words
and sang new songs.
They were the discoverers of the new country on
the other side of the old rivers of hate and division.
And it can be said of them in general that neither
black nor w hite would be the same today if they had
not lived, dreamed and worked during the years 19421992.

But these pathfinders did not work or dream alone.
They were, in fact, standins and representatives of
larger forces: they were products of and spokespersons
for the millions of sustaining blacks who were ultimately responsible for the 50 most exciting years in the
history of American race relations.
In celebration of Black History Month, each week
we will feature the history of our The Pathfinders.

Martin Luther King Jr. (1929-1968)
A minister and prophet of nonviolence, he was the
third Black to receive a Nobel Peace Prize and the
second American after George Washington to be
immortalized with a national holiday in his honor.

j
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7" Board asks the question in ... °
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JUDICIAL 30ABD ULL-INIESESTSD MEETINGS
rEBRUARY 8TH AND 9TH 7FH MATJLDIN HALL
PB0G3AMMING AND JUDICIAL OITICE

Applications Available Today

We Want You!

Do You Have A Disability?

If you are interested
in getting involved
in any of the media
groups on campus
please call 656-0520.

Such As:

Don't Miss Your Chance!
The opportunity to interview for a fun and
challenging position of Clemson Ambassador is here.
Clemson Ambassadors assist parents and incoming
students during summer orientation sessions by
leading tours, answering questions and making
everyone feel at home at Clemson.
Deadline for Ambassador applications is Monday,
February 1.
To be
*
*
*
*
*

Visual • Learning • Hearing • Motor
Or any other condition which substantially
limits life's major activities?
You may be eligible for our services.
Please call Marcia Wallenius at 656-0511
All information kept confidential

Mary McLeod Bethune (1875-1955)
The first black woman to receive a major federal
appointment, Mary Mcleod Bethune inspired a whole
generation of black leaders, advised President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt and other presidents and played a
role in developing a new sense of educational and
political involvement.

Marian Anderson
The legendary contralto paved the way for other
classical artists and is considered the mother of the new
wave of opera stars. She gave perhaps her most
memorable performance on Easter Sunday 1939 when
she sang before 75,000 people on the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial after the Daughters of the American
Revolution barred her from singing in Washington's
Constitution Hall. In 1958, she was named to the U. S.
delegation to the United Nations and was awarded the
freedom medal.
W. E. B. DuBois (1868-1963)
Cofounder of the NAACP and a major presence in
black America for more than 60 years, W. E. B. DuBois
was one of the founding fathers of black America.

James Baldwin (1924-1987)
As the literary spokesman for the black revolution
of the '60s, James Baldwin blended art and activism.
His 1963 best seller, The Fire Next Time, electrified
Black and white America and anticipated the riot
seasons of the late '60s. Baldwin raised the level of
consciousness of blacks and whites. He also produced
major novels like Go Tell It On The Mountain and
Another Country.
The above information was obtained from the Johnson
Publishing Co. November 1992, Vol. XLVIII, NO 1 pg 142-166.

If you are a first year student and are interested
in getting involved in programs and workshops that
build character and leadership skills, look into the
FLASH program.
February 10 » I Can't Talk In Front Of All These
People!
Presented by Almeda Jacks - Clemson's Vice President
■ of Student Affairs
Ms. Jacks will offer tips to improve your public
speaking skills. The program will be held February
10, at 7 p.m. in the Lever Activity Lounge
First-year Leaders Are Starting Here (F.L.A.S.H.) is a
program designed to help first-year students develop
leadership skills and grow personally. For more
information call 656-0511.

Congratulations to the Sororties and Fraternities Who Did
Well Last Semester and a Challenge of Improvement to All.

serve as an Ambassador you must:
have completed two semesters at Clemson
have a GPR of 2.00 or better
be attending Clemson in Fall 1993
be available for all orientation sessions
provide two references

X

For more information, call Jeanine Ward or Leane
Marchese at 656-0511 or stop by 113 Holtzendorff Hall.
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Organization

Number

Semester GPR

Panhellenic Council
| Alpha Chi Omega
Aloha Delta Pi
1 Delta Delta Delta

1356
116
137
136

2.949
3.0569
3.0301
3.0014 1

I
|
|
j

1072
60
59
82

2.656
3.0058.
2.8484
2.8253 J

o
a

78
19

2.555. |
2.8091

e
x
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AAAA
Become a Part of The C.U.R.E.
Clemson University Resource Educators is a
prestigious group of peer educators offering programs
throughout the Clemson community on alcohol and
related topics.
If you'd like to be a member of The C.U.R.E. call
Marcia Wallenius or Mary Lewis at 656-0511.
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Interfraternity Council
Sigma Nu
Lambda Chi Alpha
Kappa Alpha Order

■

Fan Creek Council
| Delta Sigma Theta
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Men start
tennis year
roughly
by Rob Graham
staff writer
While the Cowboys were
promptly disposing of the Bills
on Sunday, the men's tennis
team was on a long and disappointing road back to Clemson.
The Tigers' season got
started on a sour note Saturday and Sunday, when they
lost all three matches at the
University of Miami Invitational in Miami. Saturday morning, 18th-ranked Alabama-Birmingham beat CU 6-1, sweeping all singles matches, while
the Tigers clawed away with
two of the three doubles
matches. Winners in the
doubles matches included Bas
Wild and George Lampert (98), as well as Chris Robinson
and Frank Salazar (9-7).
Arizona State, ranked 25th
in the nation, defeated the Tigers 5-2 in the afternoon. Tom
Herb was the lone bright spot
in singles play, winning his
match 6-4, 5-7, 7-5. The Tigers
also took two of the three
doubles matches. Again, Herb,
with Richard Reyes, won 8-2,
and Frank Salazar and George
Lampert came back after losing the first set, to win 4-6, 63, 6-2.
On Sunday, the Hurricanes
of Miami, tied for 18th in the
nation with Alabama-Birmingham, whipped the Tigers 6-1.
Herb won the only singles
match 7-6,3-6,6-4. He also was
on the lone-winning doubles
team, along with George
Lampert, 8-6.
"Everyone was fully prepared and expectations were
high when we got down there,"
said Salazar, who was coming
off a strong showing in the
State Intercollegiate Indoors
tourney at Clemson last weekend. "It was like when we
walked on the court, we didn't
come together as a team. It's a
team effort, and not everyone
played up to their fullest ability."
The Tigers have three weeks
off before their next match
against South Florida and
Florida State. The Seminoles
will be the Tigers' first ACC
match of the year. "These three
weeks will benefit the team,"
said Salazar. "We will be able
to work a lot harder and come
together as a unit."
Only three matches into the
season, there's still time for
the Tigers to turn it around.

Read
sports in
The Tiger
for the
real
story.
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State continues ClTs ACC road woes
continued from 1B
ened the 'Pack's lead to 63-54.
Clemson called a timeout with
4:38 left, and the fans began celebrating. The Tigers came out of the
timeout in a swarming man defense,
but with the clock slowly ticking
away, Clemson had to foul. Over the
next three minutes, Bovain and
Wayne Buckingham fouled out, but
the lead was cut to 70-65 with 1:04
remaining.
Whitney, who collected 22 points
to lead all scorers, quickly drove and
banked in a two-pointer, closing the
lead to 70-67 with 48 seconds remaining.
Martin then fouled Kevin Thompson and the fans, again, began to
celebrate. Thompson coolly nailed
the first free throw, opening the
lead to 71-67. He stepped up to the
line a second time and missed.
Suddenly, a whistle blew, and
Whitney was called on a line violation. Thompson drained the second
free-throw and the lead opened to
72-67.
Perhaps the man of the day was
Martin. With 22.9 seconds left, he
launched an NBA three that caught

RESERVE

nothing but the bottom of the net.
The Wolfpack got set in their offense, trying to drain the clock, until
Whitney fouled Mark Davis with
14.7 seconds left. Davis missed both
free-throws, and the Tigers headed
down the court with a chance to
either tie with a two or win with a
three.
Whitney, amidst a swarming perimeter defense, found Martin in the
corner. As the clock ticked down,
Martin pump-faked his defender and
launched a three with two seconds
remaining.
"An inch on the last shot and we
would have won," uttered coach
Cliff Ellis. Martin's three, to the left
a half of an inch, nicked the back of
the rim and bounced out. Thompson
grabbed the rebound, and it was
party time in Raleigh, N.C.
"(Before Martin's last-second
three-point attempt,) he had made a
tougher shot just before that one,"
revealed Robinson. "A half an inch
difference on that shot and I wouldn't
be having a happy press conference.
I don't want to go back and look at
that one again."

OFFICERS'

Allissa Savage/senior staff photographer

Sharone Wright was held to seven points and one block.

TRAINING

CORPS

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

CALL CAPTAIN LOWMAN AT 656-3107
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Time: 10:30 AM until 2:30 PM
Place:P&AS Bldg. & Lehotsky Hall Lobbies
Participating Companies:
American Cyanamid*
SC Extension Service
Brown's of Carolina, Inc.*
Perdue Farms
DowElanco
Farm Bureau
Prestage Farms
GoldKist*
N.G. Purvis

Kraft General Foods
Davey Tree Expert Company*
Clemson University Career Center
Barefoot Grass Lawn Service*
Farmer's Home Administration
Barnett & Echols Landscaping
SC Land Resources Commission
USDA Livestock&Grain Market News*
Soil Conservation Service*

♦These companies will conduct thirty minute interviews on February 10.
Students may sign up for interviews at 155 P&AS beginning January 20.
For more information call
Margaret Richardson, Ag Placement Coordinator, at 656-3170

Ag Career Pair 5>5
Sponsored by the College of Agriculture Offices of Academic Affairs & Student Relations & Recruitment
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CUAD needs more blame
continued from 1B
binoculars are necessary to see the
court, instead of being on the floor
and close to the benches, where
they can have the most impact as
fans. Instead, those seats go to IPTAY
members, most of whom only buy
season tickets so they can get tickets
for the ACC Tournament, rarely use
their tickets for home games and
then sit on their hands when they do
actually show up. Who's in charge of
seating? The athletic department, of
course.
Also, the way Cliff has been proverbially twisting in the wind is
shameful. If there was any commitment to a winning program, Cliff

would already be a distant memory.
Basically, people (including
sportswriters) are not criticizing the
players' ability or will to win; the
fault does not lie with them. Instead,
it falls upon the shoulders of the
administration behind the scenes.
Max Lennon, when he became
CU's president, said that he wanted
to de-emphasize the athletic programs. Judging from the way the
basketball program has been run, it
appears that his vision of destroying
tradition is proceeding nicely. He
may be about to leave, but Lennon
has definitely found a way to leave
his indelible mark on Clemson.

Acoustic Night
Every Wednesday Night is Acoustic Night
Vladamir Vodka Drinks...$2.00
Rolling RockXong Necks...$1.25

Coming Saturday February 6th

Allissa Savage/senior staff photographer

The Tiger swimmers, both men and women, came up short against FSU.

Rene'Russell

Swimmers lose to Florida
State, continue to struggle
by Melissa Roma
staff writer
The anchor sank a little
deeper this past weekend, as
the men's and women's swim
teams added another loss to
their records. The loss against
Florida State brings the men to
2-8 overall (1-4 in the ACC) and
the women to 1-8 and 0-4 in
ACC action.
Head coach Jim Sheridan said
the team "is working on unity.
They were brought together at
the FSU meet, and are starting
to put it together." He believes
the 14-point loss is a great improvement over last year's 75point devastation, and that even
before their next matchup, the

Tigers will move p??t the Seminoles.
Bryan Parker, Jorge Anaya, Chadd
Alston, Henry Faris and Joe Somma
all picked up first place finishes for
the Clemson team. Parker placed
first in the 1000-meter freestyle,
while teammate Anaya raced to a
thrilling victory in the 200 freestyle.
Alston snuck by two FSU swimmers
to place first in the 50 free, and Faris
out-swam his closest opponent by
only two seconds in the 400 individual medley.
Somma claimed his blue ribbon
in his qualifying event - the threemeter diving, where he will compete in the NCAA Diving Zone Championships, which will be held in
March.
For the women, Paulette Russell
and Kathleen Wilcox were the only
two to claim firsts. Wilcox had two

blue ribbons, in the 100 and the
200 freestyle events. Russell's
victory came in the 500 Freestyle.
"The women have lost three
key swimmers, so they will have
to prove they belong (at the ACC
Championships)," explained
Sheridan. "They have lots of hidden talent. Last year they were 14 in [the ACC] season and finished second in the conference."
The ACC Championships are
next up for the teams, as they
head to Chapel Hill, N.C., on Feb.
25-27. Sheridan says that weekend will be a time for them to
show all of the hard work they
put in this year. And he says he
is definitely looking forward to
it. Maybe it will be their chance
to pull that anchor back out of
the water.

(Voted Best Musician in Columbia, S.C, 1991)

One Night Only!
Only $1.00 Cover
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*-> FLOWERS & GIFTS
Sloan Street, Downtown Clemson

654-3131
•Roses • Balloons • Stuffed Animals • Delivery

Extended Hours Feb. 13 & 14 9 am - ?
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Rugby club wins
against Catamounts
The Clemson Rugby Club faced
Western Carolina last Saturday and
came away with a 40-7 victory.
Clemson monopolized the first
half with tries by Mike Brown and
Robert Redmond, Andy VanEvera
added a kick to end play at 12-0.
Western Carolina started the second half with a try and a kick to
close the score to 12-7.
It was all the scoring that the
Catamounts would muster though,
as the Tigers scored four more tries
and kicks. Team captain Matt
Drewello and Doug Oules each scored

a try, while freshman Jamie Levitski
scored two tries for Clemson. Andy
VanEvera scored on all four kicks.
The Clemson B-side team played
a tough game against the Aside
team from WCU but came up on the
losing end, 20-13. Adam Eldridge
scored a try and Andy Ryan was
successful on a conversion and two
penalty kicks for the Tigers. Joey
Munn suffered a minor injury during play.
Up next for Clemson will be a
road match against the University of
Alabama, tomorrow at noon: The
Tigers will also play a Merit Table
Union game against Auburn at 2
p.m.
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by Lynee Shimel
special to the Tiger

DAYLIGHT
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DONUTS

101 Keith Street • Clemson, SC
653-5020
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A\p' Clemson
"*> does have a
DONUTSHOP!
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j Mon.-Sat. 7AM-Noon, Sun. 8AM-12:30PM

OCEAN FRONT
fr ^ Plenty of Pool Deck Action
Prizes • Contests
D.J. • Pool Bar

CHECKERS CAEE
SPECIAL RATES

1- 4 From

88
THE DAYTCNA INNS
BROADWAY • SEABREEZE

219 S. ATLANTIC AVE • DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32118
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Lady Tigers successful at home, lose at USC
1,280 for her career. Bryan is sixth Conference's Player-of-the-Week,
announced on Monday.
on the Lady Tiger career list.
In her last four games, Bryan has
On Super Bowl Sunday, Shandy
averaged
24.8 points and 10.3 reBryan
once
again
led
the
Lady
Tigers
With Shandy Bryan leading the
bounds while leading the Lady Tiway by scoring 22 points and pull- to a victory.
Bryan scored 23 points and had gers to a record of 3-1 during that
ing down nine rebounds, the 19th
13
rebounds in Clemson's 88-63 span. She is currently sixth on the
ranked Lady Tigers defeated TenClemson scoring list for most points
nessee-Chattanooga 74-60 last Thurs- victory over Duke.
with
1,379. She is also fifth on the
Bryan
finished
the
game
9
of
15
day evening.
all-time
career rebounding list with
from
the
field
and
5
of
7
from
the
Clemson improved its record to
12-4 overall, while UTC fell to 8-9- free throw line. She also had three 761.
Wednesday night, the Lady TiBryan finished the game 9-15 steals in the game.
gers
traveled to Columbia to take on
Clemson
(13-4
overall,
5-4
in
the
from the field and had four assists in
ACC) broke away from a 22-22 tie USC. In a see-saw game, Clemson fell
only 24 minutes of play.
UTC was without its leading with just under eight minutes to go to their arch-rivals 55-54 on a last
scorer Kim Brown (18.8 ppg), who in the first half. The Lady Tigers second layup.
After a double-dribble had been
twisted an ankle in practice two went on a 16-6 run to open up a 38called
on Kerry Boyatt-Hall with
28
lead
with
2:46
left
to
go
in
the
days before the game.
eight
seconds
left, USC called timehalf,
and
led
46-35
at
intermission.
The Lady Mocs were led by Jan
With 11:15 left in the game, Duke out. On the inbounds play, Lori
Cameron's 16 points. Teammate
Anita Overcast finished the game (9-9,0-8) only trailed by seven points, Joyner took the ball right down the
with 14 points while Didra Hinton 56-49, but they would not get any lane for the winning basket. Joyner
closer. Clemson went on a 18-2 run scored 24 points on the evening for
had 11 points and nine rebounds.
Clemson built a 43-30 lead with and took a 74-51 lead with just over the Lady Gamecocks.
Clemson led 54-53 with 24 sec16:28 left to go in the game, as Dana four minutes left in the game. Kerry
onds
left and USC began to foul.
Puckett stole the ball and converted Boyatt-Hall hit two of her four threeAfter
two
fouls had been called, the
point
shots
during
the
run,
and
on a short jump shot from the left
Lady
Tigers
still had not advanced
finished
the
game
with
16
points.
side. After Puckett's basket, though,
the
ball
upcourt
which made Boyattthe Lady Tigers went cold, as the Tara Saunooke also hit on four threeHall's
turnover
even more costly
pointers,
scoring
17
on
the
afterLady Mocs scored 13 unanswered
because
the
Lady
Gamecocks were
noon.
points to tie the game at 43 with
able
to
inbounds
the
ball on their
"Our defense won the game in
12:33 left in the game. After a Clemside
of
the
court.
the
second
half,"
said
Head
Coach
son timeout, the Lady Tigers rallied
The key point in the game turned
and went on a 16-6 run to take a 59- Jim Davis. "In this game we showed
out
to be when Dana Puckett picked
49 lead with 5:35 remaining in the improvement. 1 think we opened
up her fifth foul. After Puckett fouled
our
lead
with
offensive
rebounding.
game. Bryan scored eight points
during the run while Rhonda Jack- It feels good to finally be on the plus out with 3:38 left in the game, the
side in the ACC. I was pleased with Lady Tigers were outscored 11-2
son scored all six of her points.
with
Shandy Bryan's play. She has and had four turnovers. Puckett was
Senior Kerry Boyatt-Hall moved
held scoreless in the game.
to eighth place on the Clemson ca- had an impressive last four games."
Shandy Bryan added 22 points
So
impressive
in
fact,
that
Bryan
reer scoring list as she finished the
and Tara Saunooke 10 in the loss.
was
named
the
Atlantic
Coast
game with 13 points, giving her

by Lou Potenza
staff writer

Allissa Savage/senior staff photographer

Jessica Barr skies for a rebound against Duke. The Lady
Tigers beat the Blue Devils 88-63 Sunday afternoon.

Free
Delivery!

Next women's home game: vs. Wake Forest, Wednesday, 7 p.m.

(

$6.00 Minimum

Pizza

"Cheap~~DateT
Dinner For Two

—— —.-..-.-. — —■ •

Dine In • Carry Out
251 Victoria Square

2 Pasta Dinners
2 Garden Salads
2 Drinks

SB99

5

654-9243

1 Lasagna, Spaghetti, Manicottii

Hungry Man
Special
Lg. 16 Sub
$

...* •

\

Free
Delivery!

/

$6.00 Minimum

[Save • Save • Save"1
! 50% OFF ANY PIZZA
I at regular menu price
I with C.U. Student I.D.
I
Dine-In Only
1
excluding9 Super Savers.

TRIPLE PLEASURE^ouWe^pieasure|SmaUf^pping
Lg. Pepperoni Pizza |
|
$^K
Lg. Hamburger Pizza 1 Q „ . Q mnitI1:nft I

399

snare
Share 11it wiin
with a mena.
friend.
>
■ TT
Ma
Monday
- Thursday

!■■

FREE Pitcher of
Soda or Tea with
purchase of any
medium or large
pizza at regular
menu price.
sssssssasssssBSSSSsmm

Lg. Sausage Pizza

C Met!., fi topping

$■ «iaa I1
All For

18

Substitutions Welcome
(No Coupon
two
coupon Needed)
neeaea;
^
^.-$loo
off

1

pizzas

$099
-—-

Mon. - Fri.
11:30am - 2pm

1

I

or Get 2 For

$ !

5
—

MEAL nriii
DEALSe

UPHI

! Mini Pizza, Salad, and Tea
01

Lunch Buffet:
Pizza, Pasta, Salad
and Soup

Pizza

Sub, Salad, and Tea
or
Pasta, Salad, and Tea

$949

3

Valid Any Time

j We gladly accept
j MASTERCARD
1
and VISA on
1 Dine-In Orders

